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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The piano mus1o or the twentieth century 1s a 
diverse, growing body of literature. If students are to 
be able to make knowledgeable selections for study. the 
need for its thorough, definitive analysis 1s apparent. 
Paul Creston's piano music is a part of this increasing 
collection. The piano 1s particularly emphasized in the 
total output of Creston•• works. For example, the piano 
is specified in thirty out of fifty-two orchestral and 
chamber works. There are three piano concertos and ten 
works tor piano solo. 
Statement of' the probl1m, The purpose of this 
paper 1a to examine the solo piano works and to discover 
basic oharacter1st1os in their structure and style. 
scope or thf study. This paper will consider the 
ten mature piano works only. The pieces to be analyzed are 
listed with their dates of compos1t1on: 1 
Five Dances, opus 1 
Seven Theses, opus J 
1932 
19.3) 
1The complete listing of the solo piano works and 
their publishers is 1nclud.ed 1n the bibliography. 
Sonatt, opus 9 
Five Two-Part Inventions, opus 14 
Five Little Q§.nces. opus 21.i· 
Prelud~ an~ Dtnoe, opus 29, no. l 
Prelude and Dance, opus 29, no. 2 
Six Prtludes, opus J8 
Thrte Narratives, opus 79 
;1etamor:2hoses. opus 3Li, 
1936 
19)7 
1940 
1942 
1942 
1945 
1962 
1964 
I'he oomposi tional dates of these works span the 
creative period of the composer to the present. All or the 
solo piano works have been published, 1nolud1ng the first 
four books of RhYthmioon, a projeoted series or ten books 
of rhythmic studies, and V!rtuoso Teehnigues for piano. The 
ehildren•s pieces include Rum:!?! and Pony Hgndo. The above 
mentioned pieces will not be a pa.rt of the major a.nalyt1oal 
study because they are pedagogical or are for children, 
rll:4ther than a. part of the performance literature for the 
pianist. 1l'he Six Ptelug.es. opus :,&, whioh were written as 
examples of the methods of rhythm.le struoture are 1nclti.d.ed 
1n this group for their aesthetic as well as pedagogic 
qual1t1es. The rhytr..mic principles are described at ti::i.e 
end of this chapter. F!ve Little Dl:llces are discussed so 
2 
that the reader can beoome acquainted with a pieee of Creston'& 
which is for the intermediate pianist. 
Methodolo5y. The piucss will be examined 1n ohron-
olog1oal order of composition. The date of composition for 
eaoh is the same as the year of publ1oat1on. Eaoh p1eoe 
will be discussed individually in regard to: 
l •. Background, including date of composition and 
first performances dominant expressive oharacter; 
difficulty; and other distinguishing features. 
2. Melody, 1nclud1ng 1ts vertical and horizontal 
d1mens1onss general qualities suoh as 1ntervall1c 
relationships. contour. scale basis, f1gurat1on1 
function and influence, and 1ta exploitation. 
development and structural derivation. 
3. Harmony and tonality, including chord vocabulary 
and function, tonal centers and relat1onsh1psi 
treatment of consonance, dissonance, tension, and 
chromat1o1ama and harmonic or tonal rhythm and 
emphasis. 
J 
4. Texture, including a description of its homophon1o, 
polyphonic, or hybr1d natures its relative density 
and distribution in the keyboard ranges and special 
effects or processes or accompaniment or f1gUrat1on. 
5. Meter, tempo, and rhythm, 1nclud.1ng patterning of 
rhythmic divisions using the terminology wh1oh 1s 
found 1n Creston•s b0oks2 special accentuation; 
dimensions of rhythmic aot1v1tys and patterns 
and usage of meter and tempo. 
6. Form, including the basic type or main formal 
devices, relative length and bal.ance; contrast, 
unity. and phraseology• and processes of musical 
composition which are pertinent to the form. 
7. summary, including a brief digest of the main 
charaoter1at1ca of the immediate piece examined. 
Def1nit1pn of ~ermp. The present writer has adopted 
some of the composer's rhythmic terminology for use 1n de ... 
scribing the music because Creston has wr1tte~ a book about 
meter, tempo. and rhythm. In addition, knowledge of these 
2Paul Creston, Pr1nc1Rles ot RhYtbm (New York: Franco 
Colombo. Ino., 1964). See definitions. pp. 4-S. 
terms is valuable to the analysis or at least one set 
ot the piano pieces, Six Preludes, which were written aa 
examples of his rhythmio terminology.3 Tbe definitions 
which follow are based on ooncepta and examples presented 
4 
in his book, Principles of Rhythm.4 They are meant to 
simplify and clarify the discussion of meter,·tempo, and 
accent by describing an additional tactor--rhythmic pattern, 
that is, subdivisions5 of the rhythmic pulse. 
The rhythmic patterns may coincide with the basic 
metric pulse, or, by means or dots, ties, or numerals, they 
can alter meters and ohange accent. The type of rhythmic 
struoture oan determine alterations such as bemiola, multi-
meter, polymeter, mixed rhythms, and synoopat1on. The 
definitions and examples which follow are quoted trom 
Creston•s book. 
1. Regular subdivision--the grgan1zat1on of a . 
measure into equal beats, i.e •• beats of equal 
duration. [When the subdivision of the beats 
la extrametrical, the result la bemiolaJ 
3see the rhythmic analysis ot Six Preludes in Chapter 
III, p. 66. 
4creston, op.cit. 
~ 
.:>The word "subdivision" is used by Creston to des-
ignate divisions of the measure as well as of the pulse unit. 
6The term "beat" is used to indicate the actual 
sounded rhythmic beat which may or may not ooincide with 
tbe pulses or the measure which are stated in the numerator 
or the meter signature. 
s 
3 + .3 
[ r-r;:D _\-:Y] L.J L__./ c__r ' 
2+::i..+::2... 
:) + 3 b,- + 5" 
_1 J J _m J J J J J _1,......._.--i_.--u,---'J 
2. Irregular subdivision--the organization of a 
measure into unequal beats, i.e., beats of 
differing duration. 
_1 _rJ. 
,~ 
[ S + 3 
J. Overlapplng--rb7throio extension of a phrase 
rhythm beyond the bar line. [This structure 
often results in multimetrio rhythm, although 
a single meter is preaaribed~ 
3/ o\. I -I I \ I l l d _l 1JjL// '-I 0 0 • 0 -
~
._____..... 
...___/ 
[= I ~1 3/LJ l 2). I 3/ I 1./ \ 3{] % ll '1 I 'f ', '-f ', 'i '-/ l 
4. Regular subdivision overlapping--the organi-
zation of a group of measures into equal beats 
overlapoing the bar line. [The rhythm is aon• 
tained in two or more measures and results in 
the enlargement of a meter~ 
IJ n n [JJ _r:1n3 
7 7 7 ? 7 7 
5. Irregular subdivision overla.pping•-the organi-
zation of a group of measures into unequal beats 
overlapping the bar line. This structure often 
results in a repeated pattern of implied roetric 
chante. 
o/'-1 _m J-p] SJ \ .JD J \J j ~ ll 
~ ) '> I ~ IZ____i e'. / \22...1 
I .2/ 
: f l " \ /f J 
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CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND 
Paul Creston was bOrn in New York City in 1906. 
He has attained a respected position among musicians of 
the United States and Rurope. His first published compo-
sition is Five Qances. opus 1, for piano, published in 
1932 when the composer was twenty-six years old. Since 
that time he has produced over 100 compositions. 80 of 
them major works. Piano compositions, songs, choral works, 
cantatas, an oratorio, symphonic band pieces. chamber ryj.usic 
for various instrumental combinations, over thirty orchl!stral 
works (including five symphonies and thirteen concertos), 
and works for solo wind and percussion instruments have 
won him a prominent place among American composers. 
'rhe composer is self-taught 1n harmony, counter-
point, orchestration, and composition. He studied piano 
with G. Aldo Randegger and Gaston Detheir and organ with 
Pietro Yon. Although he began to write music at the age 
of eight, he wavered between a career in literature and 
music until his first composition was published. Since 
that tlme he has remained in the field of musio as a. 
composer and teacher. 
Creston, in addition to composing and teaching, 
7 
8 
• 
sitions 
at the University of Southern Callf'or:nia, Sw~:u'."'thmore College, 
univt';.,rr.;it1es in iru.rkey £'J:1d. Israel, and is the cn.:ithor of two 
which has not ~{et been published. 
He has 'viiTltten eor1certcs fo:r the mt:?.ri.mba, saxophone, 
tro:nbo:ne, harp, .9.nd. ?30cord1on. 1n s.dd.1 tion to th~ r1ajor 
body of wo't"ks previously :.nentioned. Nu.me1°ous sco:res for 
radio, television, a:r1d fll.:ns ad:l to the composer• s reper ... 
to1:1'.'e. 
Many ot' his 11orks have betm. recortied, and many 
have bee.n co:nmission\li;d by individuals e.."ld organiz.atio:n~. 
The list of awards and honors he has earned includes the 
·• · 1 ·n , , : 1 .,,. 1 0 'l0 · d l O ':10 th ''it t 1 · f" G:ug.rsenne m .L'e..1...1.0Wsa p ... or _/_,u an,. 7.,1,,, e ..... a., on <L 
Heri t from t;l1e National Association for American Composers 
and Conductors as "outstanding composer of the yeer•1 tn 
1941, the l'~usio Gr1 tic• s Circle .Awa.rd, the Ji.lice M. Di tson 
award in 194.5, gnd ?'irst :Prize in the Paris International 
Refe:randun of' 1952 for his Pirst S;y:mphoo..x. 
}xeviews of his wo:rJrn haYe n.ppe.1are6. often in major 
periodicals. These include :Amer1ce.n ;tjJ,J.~,-:sro, ~Ju$1C apd 
Letters, !~JJ.sigal 1\1.mes, MusiO.@:l Ccn1:r,:1er, H!•r'1de;J,.itI, 
Musio Journal, Juilliard Review, Pan Pipes of Sis;ma Al:gba 
~, The Musical Quarterly, and various newspapers. Most 
of the standard musical reference sources and current bio-
graphioal publications have articles about him. 
Edourd von Remoortal has the following to say 
about Creston•a music: 
Creston•s melodies are ricb, his 
rhythmic structures vividly graded, and his 
harmony, whether tonal or not, is the servant 
of his inspiration and not its master.7 
7Edourd von Remoortel, "Reviews," Musical Times, 
(April, 1957), P• 213. 
9 
CHAPTER III 
ANALYSES 
F'i ve Dances 
F1ve Dances, opus l, were composed in 1932. 'l'he 
descriptive titles of the five pieces 1nd1oate the character 
of each. The first, "Daemon1e, 0 is a lively. dramatic piece 
to be played {eroc9. The second danoe, "Primitive Idyl, 0 
is contrasting in mood to the first. L§mmeig expression. is 
indicated, and a rustle quality is manifested. The central 
d,a.nce of the group, "Villanella," maintains a folk-like cha.r-
acter, but the dynamics, tempo and attack contrast to the 
preceding piece. 'l'he fourth danoe, nsarabande Lug:ubre,n 1s 
highly ornamented. As its title indicates, the expressive 
character is an exaggerated mournfulness. It is followed 
by a lively "Tarantella" which concludes the set. Fourteen 
minutes of playin,! time are required. 1'he pieces are not 
easy s.nd require agility in performing rhythmic patterns. 
Melody. The melodies of all of the pieces have a 
character1stioally narrow range. The range of eaoh melodic 
phrase rarely exceeds an octave in any piece. 'l'hat of 
"Primitive Idyl" is only a sixth. 
10 
The contours of the melodies vary in each dance . 
The first ) "Daemonic," has melodies which are nearly always 
ascending , although counter melodies and counterpoint often 
11 
descend . The rising motives of this piece are usually short 
phrases of only one or two measures and are characterized 
by much chromatic linear motion . T~e following example 
wi ll illustrate . 
''n · 11 3 La.emonlc, m. ·• 
Tbe introductory mel ody is followed by thematic deve l opment 
in wbioh a chromatic mot ive based on three notes is gradually 
expanded into a melody based upon a twelve - tone row . The 
example wh ich fol l ows illustrates this motivic development . 
Example 2 . Five Dances, "Daemonic . " 
( a ) m. 5 
(b) m. 7 
12 
(c) m. ll 
(d) m. 12 
(e) mm. 26-27 
t :.:=- I . 
(f) mm. 38-39 
I. , . 
- - ... . , . . .~ . .. ... - ..... 
The melodic contour of the second dance, "Primit1ve 
Idyl," is more flowing than that of "Daemonic." ·rhe phrasing 
and figuration are relatively consistent throughout. 'l'he 
melodic structure 1s based on fouJ1.or five-note scale arrange-
ments. A pentaton1e melody is stated at the opening. 
Example 3. FJ.ve Dance@, "Primitive Idyl." 
{a) m. 11 
( b) mm. 17-18 
The third dance, ''Villanella.," 1s 1n natural minor 
m:ode. The the:ne has a. phrase length or eight measures.: 
13 
Whole and half-step motion is predomi~nt. The melody 1s 
exploited through repetition with slight 1ntervall1o changes. 
The following p1eoe, f1Sa.rabs.nde Lugubre," has a short 
melodic motive whio.h contrasts to the longer melody of the 
preceding dance. A descending lea.p of a perfect fifth d.om• 
inates the melody of the first section. All else 1n this 
section can be analyzed as embellishment or alteration of 
the motive. 
The melodic desi.e;n of "Tarantella" is charaoter:h:ed 
by whole and half-step movement with contrasting sections 
which move by larger intervals but whtoh stay within an 
oota,re range. Melodic skips are often done in .J> .J figures, 
and sea.le mot ion 1n the melody is usually_ placed. 1n stea.dy 
eighth-notes. 
Example 4. F).ve Dru'lces, 0 Tarnntella • ., 
(a) mm. 1•3 
]ti; e Ur ,bt fe~vbe ~r 1&ft= 
( b) mm •. 5-6 
14 
Frequent repetition of melodic material is evident 
in all of the pieces. For example, short phrases, often of 
two measures, are repeated and extended throughout "Da.ernonic. 0 
Long phrases of nv111anella 11 a.re repeated and sometimes 
varied. Sequences occur occasionally. An example can be 
found in measures 7 and 8 of "Sarabande Lugubre." Imitation 
is used in measures JO through 42 of 11 Daemon1e.n 
Sa,.rgtony and tonalit;y. Traditional harmony 1s not 
typical of any of the pieces. Eaoh has individual chord 
structures, progressions and treatment of dissonance. Un~ 
conventional harmonic changes and highly dissonant chords 
are employed. 
The chord structures of ".Daemonic" are often built 
of intervals of fourths and sevenths. The progressions are 
' frequently chromatic, and tonal centers occur, rather than 
keys being established. "Daemonic" has half-note octave 
pedal points which give a tonal reference in measures 6 
through 9 for the parallel harmonies. 
Example 5. Five Dan9es, "Daemonic," mm. 6-7. 
Other typical examples of similar harmonic structures 'Which 
can be observed are parallel diminished fifths which occur 
in measures 10 through 13, and a series or parallel major 
sevenths which oocur in measure 14. 
15 
The second dance, "Primitive Idyl," has harmony wbicb 
is oharaoterized by vertia~l intervals of fourths, fifths, and 
sevenths. It appears that the pentatonioism, wbioh ls used 
melodically in the opening, is the basis for har~on1o struc-
tures in the left hand from measures 17 through 42. Only 
the notes D, E, F-sharp, A, and Bare employed in the left 
band in these measures. 
Example 6. Five Danoes. "Primitive Idyl," mm. 29-30. 
The ha.rn'!Onies of "Villa.nella" include a variety of 
tertian ati"uotures. Chords witb added sixths occur in tbe 
right band in parallel motion at measures 54 through 57. 
Polychordal treatment is also charaoteristic of the pleoe. 
Example 7. Five Da.noes, "Villanella," mm. $0-52. 
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"Sarabande Lugubre•1 has tertian chord structures 
1n the opening section. Later in the piece there is a pre-
ponderance of chromaticism and much use of streams of chords 
built of seconds and sevenths. 
'rl1e last dance. "Taran.tella," consists of ohroc{lat1c 
harmony similar to the other pieces. I'he harmonies are oft~n 
hete:r.ogeneous--tertian chord. stru.ctures, polyharmony, emd 
parallelism are evident. Dissonance is used almost oontin-
ually and usually is not preps.red 01· resolved tradi t1onally. 
'Ihere is harmonio progression, but dissonanoe resolves to 
dissonance. 
Example 8. f'!ve Df!l!2e,f, "farantella. iii 
(a) mm. B-9 
{ b) mm. 176-177 
Te:,;ture. Both homophon1c and polyphonic textures 
are utilized in the five De.noes. Hepet1t1on of accompaniment 
patterns 1n the bass occurs 1n all five of the worlcs, as 
does parallel motion or chords 1n one or both olefs. The 
range and distribution of parts on the keyboard are varied, 
but a.re not extreme in any of the dances. 
17 
The texture of nnaemonio" 1s hom.ophon1c at the begin-
ning. It 1s basically contrapuntal in measures .39 through 4) 
when a twelve-tone subject is stated and then 1m1tated with 
accompanying counterpoint. trhe homophon1o portion of the 
dance has some polyphonic aspects in that the parts are often 
of pronounced melodic or rhythmic individuality. Examples 
can be found in which the bass has a d1st1not1ve oharaoter, 
although 1t is a repeated accompaniment figure. 
Example 9. Five Dances, 1'.Daem~nio, 11 mm • .33 .. 34. 
~ 
> 
"Primitive Idyl" 1s written in hom.ophon1o texture 
wh1oh is characterized by a repeated chord pattern in the 
bass. Relatively even vertical spacing 1s maintained through-
out the dance. F'ourth and fifth intervals a.re typical. 
"V'illanella" is also homophonio. The preponderance 
of thirds in the vertical spacing contrasts to the texture 
of the preceding piece. In addition, the number of parts is 
sometimes increased to eight. The texture 1s particularly 
influenced by two repeated figures in the opening part. The 
first is a drone or peda.l above the m.elodyc the seoond is 
an acoompa11iment patt€!T.1. cons1st1n.g of chords on every eighth-
:nota. 
The following danoe, "Sa.ratande Lugubre," oocasionally 
has chord clusters in its homophon1o texture. F;xa:m.ples of 
the nlose spacing of vert1o~l intervals can be found 1.n. meas-
ures 24 through 29. 
The last dance, "Ta.rantella,tt 1s usually homophon1c 
and has many repea.ted acoompanin'1tmt figures which have a 
simple rhythmic design. The texture of some passages 1s con-
trapuntal, owine: to the pronounced independence of parts, 
for example, at measures 9 e.ri.d 10. A thin, dissonant, two-
voleed texture is heard in t.he central seot1on from men.sures 
54 through 71. The aooompa.niment pattern in the bass is 
a rer1aated rhythmic figure i .J .I' .r J1 • 
Me£et, temp2, {!41d rh;,tnm. (l'here is a variety of 
tempo and meter 1n the five pieces. 1rhe overall rhythmic 
character therefore offers 09ntrast and variety. The meter 
for each piece remains constant throughout, except 1n 11Daemonio. ti 
which is basically 1n 4/4 meter, but has some 2/4 meter and 
one moasure of J/4 at the end. 
Irregulmr accent or stress often obscures the metric 
soheme and is found in all of the pieces. nnaemonicn has 
the 11os_t frequent use of this device. The 1rregule.r pattern 
sometimes overlaps the bar line. 
Example 10. Five PM:p.es, noaemonlc. 11 mm. 44-45. 
The rhythmic element 1s prominent 1n all of the 
dances. faeourrent aooonpaniment patter.as are charaoter-
1stio of the set. although there is flex1b111ty and variety 
1n their use. '!'he rhythm of nv111anella" 1s oharaoter1sed 
by steady eighth-note motion :ln the base accompaniment 
pattern. The rhythm ia almost plodd.tng beoause or the eo.n-
s1stent eighth-note m.otion of the accompaniment. Chanf.:es 1n 
stress which do ooour 1:ri the melody ere relatively simple. 
11So.raband.e Lusu.bre ,r 1s rhythmically constructed of 
regular subd.1v1stona of the )/4 meter. and the pulse and 
beat •isua.lly oo1nc1de. A..vi exoeptlon ooou.re 1n a short ~or-
t:1o.n ft'Om measures 13 thronf,J'h 16 in which the triple tmb-
d1v!s1o.n ohru:1r,~s to duple sub.'U.v1a1on. 'l'h1s is effected by 
an accent at the m1d-po1nt or the measure. 
tell.n. n 'l'htt first ie 6/H _I -' _r _\ _I _t , the neaond 
J _h 
• hore ooraplex t1gu.rea oeeur 
OCCl!S10nally. F'or. example, there 1s a change from duple to 
triple subd1v1ston wh1oh oeonrs in measurf.ts 2 and 3 of the 
melody of th1s plece1 6/8 _, J ,.J _r:J:1 \ _! .J I:J 
• 
Extra-metrical rhythm ooourm 1n measure 15 1n the form of 
a du:rlot f!?"OUIH ~ .J - • Hea: .. 1lar subd1v1s1on over-
' '2.. .......l 
lBPI:'iing 1rnio.i'1 results in tbis enlargement of the meter, 1.s 
evident in the treble clef of measures $4 tnrou~)l 58, 
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6/8 .[JJ .fTI I J _l J JJJ \ In J--y-J \ J--y] equals 
:;., - ,-:,, •• 7' ••• 7·· ·7- -·;> 
3 / 2 ~ J _I J _r J J j _l J J J l _I .J J J • 
:, , . . :;,, ? 7 •• 
~. Five dances of relatively similar length 
comprise the set. Contrast is achieved through dissimilar 
expressive character and individuality in melodic contours, 
harmonies, textures, and rhythmic patterns. Emphasis on 
the rustic rhythmic aspect provides unity to tbe group. 
Form in "Daemonic" results from the exploitation of 
motivio ide!s which does not divide into well-marked sec-
tions. The melodJ.o motives are gradually expanded and de• 
veloped into a twelve-tone row which is first stated in 
measures 39 and 40. (The melodic expansion is disouesed 
under "melody.") Contrapuntal treatment of the melody is 
followed by repetitions of the theme and thematic motives. 
"Prlrnitive Idyl 11 dlvides into three well-marked 
sections of AB A structure. The first sixteen bars have 
a right-hand melody which is made of the notes B, c-sharp, 
D-sharp, F-sharp, and G-sharpJ the second part is thematic 
repetition with harmony in added fourths. The final section 
of this piece is a six-measure statement of the oribinal 
pentatonic melody with tertian harmonic structures. 
11Villanella" is based upon an eight-measure phrase 
which is stated at the beginning of the piece and is re-
peated near the end at measure 48. The same basic harmonic 
s~ruoture is ttsed for both statements, although the textures 
~iffer. Pigures and motives of the melody, which is used 
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in free repetition, are found in tbe middle section. 
Three ~lightly varied statements of a tour-measure 
theme are found in "Sarabande Lugubre." Between the the• 
matic statements is oonneotive material. The resulting 
formal arrangement is a combination of variation and rondo 
forms and oan be represented as follows: A1 B A2 C A3• The 
last four measures are closing material derived rrom the 
theme. 
The last dance, "Tarantella," is generally a repe-
tition form in which the basic melodic and rhythmic material 
is presented in the first fifteen measures. The structure 
is eharaoterized by a perpetual rhythmic drive which leads 
from one rhythmic and melodic statement to another. Sections 
are not clearl7 defined, but there is extensive variety ot 
textures, phrasing, and barmonie contexts. All of the musical 
ideas are related, in either rhythmic or melodic contour, to 
the first part of the piece. Related melodic ideas are illus-
trated in Example 11. 
Example ll. Five Dances, "Tarantella." 
(a) tn. l 
L. _______ ,;,._ ___ : __ .: .___ .. ~: .... __ ._ 
(b) mm. 31-32 
( c) mm. 62-6 3 
r r I ff ~ C E :J I 
(d) mm. 121-122 
Sununary. The construction of the melodies is ba.sed 
on a variety of techniques. Chromaticism. pentatonio1sm. 
and a twelve~tone row are used in the melodic designs. Exten-
sion and repetition of musical phrases are characteristic. 
Harmonies are often unconventional. and vertical intervals 
a.re consistently dissonant. ·rexture is varied 1n density and 
character. Usually both reo.;1sters have independently strong 
contours. Both sectional a.nd continuous forms are used. All 
of the pieces have a large amount of mot1v1c development and 
repetition. 
Seven Theses 
Seven Theses, opus J, 1s the second piano solo 
composed by Creston. It was published in 193.3, one year 
after the Five Dances. 'The work is divided into seven _......, __ 
relatively short pieces, each of which has its individual 
character. The expressive markings of the pieces are re-
spectively: maestoso, soorrevole (freely flowing), 
espressivo, 1;:;iocoso, gra;ioso, tranguillo, and feroce. 
The performer is informed that accidentals affect 
only the notes to which they a.re prefixed in all except 
the fourth and seventh pieces. (This exceptional :rule will 
also apply to the exa..rnples from the 111'heses. 17 ) The pieces 
are difficult. Prisk in and Freundlich describe the,n as 
0 cor:rplicated studies 1n counterpoint and various metric and 
q 
harmonic problems. Sophisticated, abstruse, difficult. 11 "' 
Irregular phrasin?; and complex rhythmic structure make this 
work difficult to play without a studied and 11acade.mica 
effect. 
Melody;. 'l'he melodies of Seven Theses are through-
composed in the sense that there are no literal repetitions 
of phrases or sections, although there are strong relation-
ships in melodic intervals and rhythmic patterns. 
Melodic intervals of the first piece are seldom 
wider than a fifth. 'rhe chroma tie scale is the basis for 
11.near progression.. T!:ach melodic strand undergoes continuous 
development. 'rhe opening top ten notes of each clef have 
a notable feature i each clef uses a different arra:ngement 
of ten different tones. These nrowsn are not repeated.. 
Because of the highly flexible character of all the melodies 
in this set, phra.ses 1n which no note is repeated are not 
unlikely; however, melodic statements are usually sequences 
of f~wer than twelve different tones. Dodeeaphonic technique 
is not the basis for the group. 
The second "Thesis" is characterized by melodic 
BJames Fr1skin and Irwin Freundlich. Music for the 
Piano edited by Ernest Hutcheson (New York1 Holt. Rinehart 
and Winston, Inc., 1960), p. 259. 
intervals which are predominantly whole steps or larger. 
This results 1n a whole-tone soale sound. Half-steps are 
interspersed in this melody so that stronger harmonies 
sometimes are implied. The steady eighth-note rhythm and 
more conjunct melodic flow contrasts to that of the first 
. 
piece. The first twelve notes of the left-hand melody 
make up a twelve-tone row. The series 1s constructed of 
a repeated pattern of an asoendin,g fifth and a major third. 
followed by a descending minor sixth. A second twelve-tone 
row, which has a similar arrangement, but of different 
intervals, oan be found at measure 9. Neither series re-
curs 1n its original form, but rather, they are utilized in 
vs.. ring ost1nato patterns. 
E:x: nple 12. Seyen Theses, "Thesis II. 0 
(a) m. l 
(b) mm. 9-10 
:mt( E f 1 ~ ~ 
-
=~ 
I~ F ,a J u 1 
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"Thesis III 11 has linear motion which often alternates 
upward and downward movements of th1rds, fourths, and fifths. 
The range of melodic phrases sometimes is as much as three 
octaves. The melodic material of each hand is subjected to 
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continuous development similar to that of the other p1eoes. 
The fourth piece is characterized by alternation of 
quick conjunct melodic figures followed by wider leaps. The 
melodic structure of the accompaniment has steady rhythm and 
makes use of repeated notes. 
The thematic material of the fifth 11Thesisu con-
sists of short phrases. 'l'wo melodic strands are evident: 
the dominant melody is 1n the right hands a subordinate 
idea. is in the left hand. Melodic intervals of seconds, 
thirds, and fourths are characteristic of both. 'rhe see.le 
'ha.sis 1s chromatic. 
'l'he left hand introduces a. melodic figure in ''Thesis 
VI" which moves mostly by major and minor seconds. 'rhe 
principal melody, which is r:c~esented. in the right hand begin-
ning at measure 5, often has movement by major and minor 
seconds followed by a larger intervallio leap in the opposite 
direction. 
Example 13. Seven 'fheses, ,l'I'hesis VI, 11 
J 
Like the other pieces which make up this set, the melodic 
structure is governed by the recurrence of 1nter'lals and 
rhythmic motives rather than by a partioula:t· key. For 
instanoe, the melody opens on the note of D and ends on 
B-flat. 
The melody of the last piece gradually expands in 
breadth: the melodic intervals of the first fbre measures 
do not exceed a diminished fifth; however. intervals of 
majo:r' and minor sevenths and sixths are introduced. later. 
Phrasing is som.e,t1mes i:ndioated by com.mas placed 
directly above t;h;s: staff, fo:;: 1::,xample, the fifth and 
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sixth pieces. Phrases usually are of lmeven lengths and 
ofterJ do not coincide for both left and r1ght hands. 'T'h1s 
is especially nottoeable in 11Thesis VI 11 because the composer 
indicates the phrr:1.sin1t in each staff by eo!.llma.s. 
Ha;rmony and tori~l~t,;y:. The pieces often have an 
element of pandiatonicis:-:i in their harmonic structures. 
Ur.1.comrentional prosress1ons and chord comb1na.tions £,trf) 
e;,1ployed. The oomposttiona.l. basis for harmony somcttmes 
tcmes in the chromatic 
soa].e. 
'I'ho f :lrst t,r;:'hesis n has full, triadic., consonru:t 
oho:r.(is in the t hand. ''.I'he a.coompa.nying harmonies in 
the left hax1d are often dissonant, and the vertical sonc,r-
itiPE, resulting from the two hands playing simultaneously 
an) 1~,ighly disson1.,mt throu·:~hout. 'I'he first mes.sure has 
vertlca.1 :minor Bnd ,r.e,jor seconds or sevenths on every beat. 
rhe 1'larmonic progressions are not traditional and do not 
see~ to follow E1 particular Pattern. 
Example lLt. Seven Theses, 1"''.rhesis I, n en. 1. 
The two-voioed texture of the seoond "Thes1s" has 
me.ny major and m1no:r third harmonie 1.ntervals. Intervals 
of fifths, fourths, sevenths, and seconds are interspe~Red 
in this context. The dissonance level remains relatively 
consta..'lt. 
2 .. , f 
Harmonic intervals of major and minor seoonda and 
sevenths are cha~aoteristie of all the pieces of this group. 
Polyriarm.onio struetures are used. extensively. For e:xaro.:;,le, 
majo~ third intervals 1ndioat1ng ohord.s of different roots 1 
are used harmonically in the third -piece. 
Example 15. s1ven Theses, nThes1s III• 0 m. J. 
J 
"'l1hesis rvu has the highest degree of dissonance. 
Major sevenths appear in the right hand throughout the pieoe •. 
The left hand provides additional harmonic tension by its 
dlasonant counterpoint. 
The harmony of the fifth piece is characterized 
by the use of fifths and fourths which oom.b1ne in the two 
clefs to form intervals of seconds and sevenths. Parallel 
movement is used frequently a11d polyharmonic structures 
are typical. Pa.ndiatonicism is present in measure 16. 
Parallel first inversion triads dominate the left 
hand harmony of the sixth 0Thesis. M '?he right hand melody 
is dissonant with the accompanying triads, although some 
enharmonic seventh chords and triads oan be found. 
lfxe.mple 16. Seven '11heses, m.rhes1s VI, .. mm. 21-22. 
'!he last wrhes1sn has an ostinato l::lass figure which 
:ts mF.>lle of major seconds 1n a sixteenth-note pattern. The 
harmonies which are found 1n the right hand appear to use 
some tertian and some 11on ... tertian structures. The chords 
1n the treble olef of measure 7 are bu1lt in fifths. 
Example 17. Sev§n 'rpeses, 11Thes1s VII," mm. 7-8. 
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Te;x;tur(t. Texture is a major unifying device in each 
of the pieces, in that eaeh maintains a relatively consistent 
texture. 
Chordal four-part writing prevails in the right hand 
in "Thesis I. 11 1"wo counte:rmelod1es are evid.ent in the left 
hand i thus, there are often thrf!:\e ind.1 vi dual melod.ic J.ines, 
the upper one of toThieh 1s homophonte texture. 
Example 18. $even 'l'heses, 1 Thesis r." m • .3. 
' 
The second 0 Thss1sn is two-part counterpoint. It 
1s th~ only predominantly two-voiced p1eoe in the sat. The 
lt1gato treble line contrasts to the consistently staccato 
and accented bass line. 'rhe lower melody often repeats the 
contours of arpegglated accompaniment, although not literally. 
Example 19. Seven Theses. '~hes1s II," mm. 7-8. 
'The example is also illustrative of the special 
quaJ .. ity of ruckt::'ic,htsloser Kont;r;.:1:I?unlf~, in that the 
harmonic combinations between the two hands give little 
regard to euphony. This characteristic is found frequently 
in the set of pieces. 
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A fuller texture dominates the third piece. although 
the dynamic level is piano. The widest spacing is found in 
thirJ piece. As is true of the other 111rheses, n polypho1 ,ic 
and. homophonic fa,ctors are both present: each hand plays a 
part which is of distinctive melodic and rhythmic si~r.iflcance; 
and c':lord structures of two to three voices are often sounded. 
in ea.eh ha.nu in conjunction wlth the basic contrapuntal tnel-
odief .• 
The texture of "Thesis IV" consists of a single 
mclod le strand wh tch is hee..i::·tl 1n t'l.e left hand and ls J:'i.s-
son~nt with the rr:a,jo:r seventh chords in the right hand A.ccom-
pan~.:nent. 
"Thesis V 11 ~1es four-voiced. texture. 'I'he vert1 c9.l 
spacing is consistent and is characterized by contrary motion 
of the two upper parts against the two lower parts. Op0n 
fourths and fifths occur in the left-hand accompaniment, and 
th1.r1.s and sixths are tl89d extensively in the right-hand 
texture. 
7·he two he..:.'lds are closely spaced in the sixth piece. 
They eventually cx·oss each other in measures 8, 21, and 2J. 
Fi.epetltion of rhythmic and melodic motives similar to that 
in the other pieces of the set is employed in this "Thesis." 
&trict imitative devices are not evident in this or in any 
of the pieces of the group. 
Jl 
Reiterated bass aooompan1ment figures are oharacter-
1stic of muoh of the last p1eoe. Vertical spacing in the 
acoom.pan1ment is usu.ally major seconds or major ninths. 
Widely spaced chords, often encompassing a tenth, are found 
in the texture of the upper parts. 
Meter, teeu;io,,,1n51,, rhztllm• The most oharaoter1stio 
aspect of the rhythm of Seyep Th•§tS 1s that every piece 
has a pattern of metr1o changes wh1oh is repeated unvaryingly 
throughout it. 
In the first piece, the meter changes 1n successive 
measures from 4/4 to 5/4 to 6/4 to S/4. The pattern of the 
next p1eoe is that every two measures equal ten beats, and 
the numerators increase and/or decrease b7 one. The con-
struction of lines is: 
8/4 
7/4 
6/4 
5/4 
4/4 
')/4 
2/4 
1/4 
10/4 
8/4 
7/4 
1/4 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
2/4 
J/4 
4/4 
5/4 
6/4 
7/4 
8/4 
9/4 
2/4 
3/4 
• 
• 
-lllll 
= 
• 
• 
= 
• 
= 
.c 
10/4 
10/4 
10/4 
10/4 
10/4 
10/4 
10/4 
10/4 
10/4 
10/4 
10/4 
The pattern of meter change of the third "Thesis" 1s 2/4, 
3/4, 5/4. It 1s repeated. three times with a final 2/4 
measure at the end. The metric design of the fourth pieoe 
is l~/4, J/4, 2/4, J/8. In "Thesis vu the meter pattern al• 
ternates 4/8 and 2/8 with J/8 meter, that 1s, a pattern of 
4/8, 3/8, 2/8, 3/8 1s repeated. The sixth piece has a. 
repeated metric pattern of 2/8, 5/8, J/8, 4/8. The scheme 
in the last piece is 5/8. ll/16, 6/8, 13/16• 7/8, 15/16. 
The listener hears generally uneven and varying 
rhythms rather than separate and distinct groupings. The 
:meter changes actually serve to eliminate a repetitious 
rhythnic effect. Some of the formal unity ls a result of 
these metric patterns. 
J2 
Highly varied rhythmic groupings are characteristic. 
The ,11ultimetr1e schemes are bases for generally flexible 
patte1"ns of rhythm and ,g,ccentuation. 
1'he first piece sometimes uses recurrent rhythmic 
patte:rns for the duration of one measure, although the 
genernl character of rhythmic flow 1s uneven and angular. 
Patterns of different rhythmic structures often 
occur simultaneously. The rhythm of "Thesis II," for 
example. is oharacter1z.ed by regular su1:xi1v1s1on in the 
upper staff and regular subdiv1s1on overlapping in the 
lower staff. 
The rhythm of the third "Thesis" is uneven in com-
parison to the preceding piece. The pattern in the left 
hand at measure 5 is J/4 .J J J j _fj=§ J=§ J 3 J J _I J • 
Sixteenth-note repetition of chords is sounded almost 
throughout "Thesis IV." Changes in stress are evident. and 
the rhythmic patterns of the left hand are varied. The use 
of accent to create overlapping rhythm 1n measure 17 is 
4/4 • 
The rhythm of the piece which follows is generally 
in regular subdivision, but the use of multimeter results 
in irregular stress and general flexibility, as is true of 
the other pieces in the set. 
"Thesis VI" and "Thesis VII" have exam.ples or duple 
and triple subdivision. The latter p1eoe has ost1nato baas 
patterns throughout. 
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Fgl1!!:l &!Rt9!:S• The form.al arrangement ot the 
1nd1v1dual pieoes of Seytn TlJ1ses 1s based partly upon the 
patterns of metric change described above. A second unifying 
factor in eaoh piece 1s the repetition of oharaoter1st1c har-
monic intervals. The following examples will illustrate, major 
triads appear consistently through the first and sixth pieoes; 
two voices are heard throughout the second piece; major and 
minor thirds ocour eons1stently in ttThesls III"; a single 
melodlo :.:.:.1e is contrasted to three voice oho:rds 1n the 
fourth and sixth pieces; open fourths are t;rp1oal of "Thesis 
V 11 i a.nd harmonic intervals of major and minor seoonds 9.re used 
throughout the last piece. 
The melodic phrases and harmonic progressions a.re 
generally not repeated; thus. the design of the pieces is a 
type of oont1nuat1on form. 
SH:ffia.tf• The melodies of SfY!ll Th•!!! undergo oon-
t1nuous development. Melodies are not restated; instead, 
melodic intervals and motives recur and are exploited .. The 
phrasing is generally uneven and varied. Each pieoe has a 
ohara.oter1st1c spacing of vertical intervals. Heterogeneous 
J4 
harmonic structures are typical of the seven pieces. Rhythms 
are generally uneven and changing. Patterns of changing meter 
are the most obvious formal aspect. Texture serves as a uni-
fying device 1n individual pieces and is a factor or variety 
in the set. 
sonata 
The Sppata, opus 9, was composed 1n 19.36. The four 
move~ents are marked alleg:rg @RP1ss1opa~9. l+ltsto gra1,ogo, 
Nl!k\Dte, and Pt!S~O soorr9vok!• The §gp1t1 was first per-
formed November 22, 1939, at Town Rall 1n New York City. 
It is a full-scale work which requires mature technical. 
control and interpretive ability. The duration of the p1eoe 
is approximately fifteen minutes. 
Melody. The melodies of the S0pat1 are character-
ized by diatonic progression. The melodic contours are often 
similar and contrasts result from var71ng rhythmic and d7• 
namic settings. 
The range of the themes of the first movement 1s 
slightly more than an octave. The major part of the melodic 
activity of the themes takes place within the range of an 
octave; however, melodic motives are used almost through-
out the entire keyboard.. 
The melodies are constructed so that expansion of 
them is easily aooomplished. The first theme, which 1s pre-
sented at measures 1 through 5, 1s characterized by a ol1mact1c 
contour. The second melodic idea, beginning at measure 6, 
is in F'-sharp major. Its rhythm is smooth and flow1ng 
compared to the first theme. A third melody, which begins 
similarly to the first theme is found at measure ll. A 
three-note motive which ascends or descends by step is 
character1stic of all of the themes. 
Example 20. Sonata, first mo,rement. 
(a) m:11. 1.-2 
( b) mm. 6-7 
{o) mm. 1.1-l.2 
Melodies in the first movement lead. smoothly, without sec-
tional breaks, from one to another. Distinct separation of 
phrases does not occur. 
r'lelodies tend to progress diatonically, but scales 
often changes for example, the melody in measure 18 is in 
F-sharp major; measure 19 is in F major; and. measure 20 
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moves to B-flat major. 'l'here is much repetition of melodic 
figures, but little repetition of complete melodic phrases. 
The second movement has two principal themes. 'rhe 
melodic progression of each is diatonic, and a progression 
by major and minor seconds is charaoter1st1c. Ornamental 
grace notes occur in the first melody. The use of a three-
note scalar motive relates this theme to the first movement. 
Example 21.. Sonata. second. movement, mm. 1.-4. 
I -, 
11'»1 • • • • 
. ~ . -
The third movement has a strongly diatonic theme 
which is used in seven variations. The range is two octaves. 
The melodic intervals are mostly seconds~ thirds, fourths, 
and fifths; however, the three-note motive which moves by 
\ 
whole and half steps also occurs in the melodic structure 
of this movement. A oountermelody in the bass clef is fre-
quently placed in contrary :notion to the upper melody. 1'he 
melodic variations include altering interval relationships. 
adding non-harmonic tones, and doubling the melody in a 
second voice. 
The last movement has a subject, in the left hand, 
which has intervals of fifths and major and minor seconds 
and thirds. A second melody. stated in measures 17 through 
25, consists of fourths ami major and minor seconds. 'l'wo 
other melodies, which each have individual character, are 
found in the central section of this movement. One is a 
subject tlsed in imitation. Its first statement begins at 
measure 62, and a second statement is heard beginning at 
measure 69. The three-note motive, which was evident in 
the melodies of the other movements, is also found in the 
four th mov.ement. 
Example 22. Sona.ta, fourth movement. 
(a) mm. 10-11 
r I I 
~ J 1tt r 
(b) mm. 17-18 
J J J I J. 
( c} mm. 62-6 .3 
r 
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Melodic ideas derived from the themes are used 
throughout the movement; for example, portions of the first 
idea can be found e.t measures 82, 86, and 103. 
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H&tmonY 1nd tonality. The dissonance level of the 
first movement 1s varied. The opening measures are relatively 
dissonant because of the vertical intervals of major and 
minor seconds and sevenths. Less harmonically tense por-
tions are evident, however. The section from measures 18 
J8 
through 24, although modulatory, is relatively consonant. 
The harmonic stru.oture 1s charaoter1zecl by consoru::1.nces and 
dissonances which suc;gest keys tri.:it de) not establish them 
oonvent1onally. A key sometimes 1s suggested by the me10d.1e 
11ne. but 1s not supported by the accompanying figures. 
Example 2; illustrates this prooedure. 
Example 23. Soya.ta, first movemen~. mm. SJ-84. 
The harmonies of the second movement are similar to 
those of the first, however, definite chords of' F-sharp·major 
a.re heard at the beg1nn1ng and end of the piece. Ha:rmonies 
often change without traditional preparation. 
Example 24. S0nat1, second movement, mm. 115-117. 
Major and minor sevenths are also oharacter1stic vertioal 
intervals of this portion of the piece. 
The third movement has an E•major chord at the 
opening and 1n the f1nal measure. The harmonlo structure 
1s notable for added sixths. sevenths, and ninths. An 
example of seventh intervals can be found 1n measure J7. 
The harmonic structure is less dissonant than that of the 
other movements. 
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The key of A major is stated at the beginning and 
end of the last movement. Some chromatic figures are found 
in transitional sections. Harmonies are basically tertian 
with non-harmonic tones and added notes providing dissonance. 
Textu;:e. 'rhe first movement 1s usually homophon1o. 
The density of parts varies, for example, from only one 
voice at measure 200, to six parts at measure 18). Wide 
spacing is also evident at times. Reiterated accompani-
ments and arpeggios are used, and melodic lines appear in 
e1ther clef. 
The second movement is predominantly homophonio 1n 
three voices. Spacing is relatively close and is consistent 
throughout the piece. Textural variety similar to that of 
the first movement is found, but it is on a smaller scale. 
Motives are usually heard 1n the top voice. 
The texture of the third movement is increased in 
density. Steady eighth-note figures dominate the texture. 
Contr~puntal 1nd1v1dual1ty of parts occurs occasionally, 
but the general texture 1s homophon1o. Spacing 1s impor-
tant in preparin~ the climax which comes at measures 44 
and 45. Here, the texture is increased to five or six 
voioes and the spacing is extended to four octaves. 
The last movement is the most oontrapuntal. Two-
voioed texture predominates. Sixteenth-note figures and 
reiterated aoaompaniments are often found. The subject 
1n the central seot1on, at measure 62, however, is treated 
imitatively. 
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Meter, temRo, ind rh:z:thm. The first movement ls to 
be played §llJ'gro at J a 144. Unlike earlier pieces, this 
movement utilizes the original 4/4 meter throughout. Some 
overlapping rhythms are found in the middle section in meas-
ures 81 through 89. Duple subdivision is predominant, al-
though triplet groups are occasionally used. 
The second movement has a dance•like character 1n 
J/4 meter. overlapping rhythm is apparent beginning at 
measure 82. The rhythm is usually atraight-torward. and 1s 
relatively simple. 
The third movement is in 9/8 meter. Triple d1v1s1ons 
of the meter give a lilting quality to the rhythm. The 
rhythmic figures which aeoompany the theme in a set of vari-
ations are different in each of the last four variations. 
The last movement is to be played ~tes~o. Six-
teenth-note accompanying figures are used filmost contin-
uously. The 4/4 meter supports a theme wh1oh is notable 
f'or having accents on weak beats. An example of this can 
be seen in measure 10: 4/4 J' J J1 .J J J .I • ? 
.fsU:m.• The first movement resembles sonata-form, 
although the tone.1 centers are not traditionally defined. 
'Iwo themes are presented and developed. The second theme, 
beg1.nn1.ng at measure 6. contrasts with the 1nit1al theme 
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in measure l. Development of the subjects begins 1n measure 
10, at which point the first theme 1s varied and expanded. 
A modulatory section immediately follows 1n which the themes 
and thematic motives are heard 1n new and changing keys. 
The first theme returns in the tonic key of A•major/F-sharp 
minor at measure 174. The second. theme is returned at meas-
ure 187. This recapitulation is not a complete repeat of the 
themes• hu.t l t 1.s a. return to the opening tonal center w1 th 
a partial restatement of the melod.ie material. 
The second movement ts a seotional form. The repe-
tition of melodic ideas ean be sketched as a variation of 
rondo form as follows, A1 .A2 B A1 A2 B Al A2 B Al. 
The f 1rst part of the "A" melody is always begu...111 on an F ... sharp 
major ohord. Idea "B1' is introduced at measure 24. The sec-
tions contain V8.r1at1ons of the thematic material rath"'r than 
exact statements of lt. ';he f 1na1 "Ai1 sect;1on is brief and 
repeats only the opening measures of the first theme. 
The "Andante" 1s comprised. of a theme and five 
variations. The first statement or the theme occurs 1n 
measures 1 throue-,h 10. Melodic intervals, rhythm, and h9.r-
mony are factors used in the variations. The melody is 
inverted 1n the ftrst variation. a.nd the accompanying 
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rhythm1o figures maintain the original eighth-note patterns, 
but change in melodic contour. The other four variations 
are each 1n a different key, and the a.coompany1ng rhythmic 
figures and harmonic structures are varied. 
I'he fourth movement has form.al balance like that 
of a sonata, but without traditional definition of key~. 
There is an introduction of approximately ten measures. The 
firs.t theme is then presented, and. the second theme is :b1tro-
duced at measure 17. The development of these themes is 
oha.ra.cter1zed by free :r·epetitions of thematic motives with 
different harmonies and textures. An imitative section, be-
ginning at measure 61, is heard in the middle seot1on of the 
development. Free imitation of the subject begins at measure 
69, followed by additional development of the two original 
themes. A final statement of the first and second themes 
is :P"''ftt:Jentecl in nl9asures 11.v7 a."'ld 155, respeecively. This 
tlnv? th,~ se;)ond theme is in the key of B major instead of 
!D J:tt1jor. '.I'he con~luding section is based on fragments of 
the first theme. 
Su.rJ:Ig,.§rz. The .~~Ulfi~i has several related melodic 
ideas which are expanded and developed. A three-note motive 
appears in the themes of each mo-..rement. Diatonic themes are 
oharacteristio of the work. Strong major ohords are stated 
at the beginning and end of each movement. Uarmon1es a.re 
tertlCi.11. but harmonic progressions are not t:rad1t1onal. The 
texture 1s widely varied 1ri density and spacing. Rhythmic 
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stress is changeable. The form is abaraoterized bJ contrast 
between the movements in a manner similar to tbat of the 
traditional piano sonate.J however, the use of traditional 
forms for each of the movements is freer in regard to key 
statements and melodic repetition. Versions of first move-
ment form. rondo forrn, and theme and variation form are 
used. 
Five Two-Part Inventions 
Fi!!.._!wo-Part Invsntt.E.!!.!, opus ll+, were oomposed in 
1937. This work consists of f1ve oontrapuntal pieoes of 
medium difficulty. The metric markings remain the same 
throughout each piece. '.T.'he expressive obaraater is affected 
partly by the varying use of staoaato and legato attack. 
These pieces aptly illustrate Hugo Leichtentritt's defi-
nition of an invention: 
The invention is a short two- or three-part 
piece in contrapuntal st1le and is not bound 
to any particular form, written sometimes in 
free polyphony, sometimes in striot canonic 
or fugal style.9 
Helody. The inventions have clear aubjeots and 
counterpoints. There is gerierally flexible u,13e of diatonic 
scales in which seemingly desultory changes oeour from one 
sea.le basis to another. The subjeot of tb• first invention 
will illustrate this. 
9Hugo Leicbtentritt. l1usioal Form (Cambl'idge: Harvard 
University Presa, 1951), p. 68. 
Example 25. Five Two-Part Inventions, No. 1, mm. 1-2. 
The character of the melody is influenced by leaps of 
sixths and sevenths. Different counterpoints often accom-
pany the subject when it appears in altered forms through• 
out the piece. 
The theme of the second invention is made up of 
whole-step triplets which contrast to the more disjunct 
melodic intervals of the preceding piece. The absence of 
minor seconds is notable in the opening part of the theme, 
although they are found in the countersubject. 
The third invention has a four-mes.sure subject 
characterized by leaps of fourthe and fiftha. Fragments 
of this subject are repeated with intervallio changes at 
meBsuree 12, 23, 33, 51, and 63. The counterpoints are 
ascending and descending oonjunot passages of sixteenth 
notes. 
The fourth invention bas a subject which is marked 
by an interval of a major seventh at the opening and a 
.:3 jagi_::ed and Ootl!plex rhythm: j ..r:n n ..FD m I rB -' . 
The subject and oounterrnelody establish the contours for 
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the rest of the pieoe. Wide spacing of melodic and harmonic 
• intervals 1s characteristic. 
'I'he subject of the last. invention oonslsts of three 
definite parts. portions of which are shown below. 
Five '.i:'wo-Part Inventions, No. 5. 
(a) mm. 1-3 
. ----- q --:- __., 
. - --~ 
( b) 
( c ) ,nm • U. -1. 2 
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the subject :ls re.pe:),ted. fully in the bass clef from measures 
ri:ain the se.rr:e, hJt t,1e Interval rele. t ionships are che,nged. 
l:la;c..non;x: and tonality. The pieces have harmonic 
schemes which seem to be based on tonal centers rather than 
definite keys. For example. ·the harmonies of tho first inven-
tion change often. seldom allowtng a clear major or minor 
tonality to be estSt.blished. I'he harmo:n.1.es frequently are 
charo.~;teriz;ed by the use of dissoni--,.r.rt intervals on stro~g 
beats. C':1.romatic progressio.ns ofton obscure the lctJy feeling. 
.---
I 
1 
Example 27. Irpren1t 1.ons. 
I 
mm. J.1-1.2. 
·rhe harmonic structurf) of the second invention 
e'7':)1oys intervals of thirds O!l strong beats. Polytonal 
tree.tment is Ervld.ent 1n the opening measures in which the 
keys of D-flat and G-flat are implied simultaneously. Other 
tone.l (;enters are este.blisheo. throughout the piece. The 
11-wention ends with a c-sharp major chord whioh could ind1-
catf' the or,_ginal tonality of D-flat (enharmonically c-
The harmonic: structures of the third, fourth, and 
fifth 1nventione are characterized by dissonance treatment 
similar to that nf the preceding inventions. Dissonant and 
consonant intervals alternate in such a way that harmonies 
are constantly changing and pe.tterns of change are not re-
peated. Progressions a.re u.nconventional and heterogeneous 
E:xrunple 28. 1'10. 3, mm. · 1 ... 2 • 
i. 
Ii 
t+7 
'feJture. IJ.'he texture of the inventions is two-
pa:r.t cotmterpo int;. "i'he set is wr1 t ton predominantly for 
the middle range of the keyboard; however. spao1ng of Yer-
tical intervals is varied. TexturE, is often oharacter:t~ed 
by quick changes in reg1stra:t1on. F'or example, measurt'l 46 
of the third invention opens with the two hands playing a 
majo:r. third, and the following measure beg1ns w1th vertical 
spacing of two octaves plus a minor sixth. Instances of the 
hand!'! crossing occur in the third piece in mea.sure 14. 
Each voice in the contrapuntal weave maintains an 
1:nde~endent rhythmic and_ rnelodie structure. The pieces are 
generally constructed. of free 1mit,:,tion of melodic and rhyth-
mic figures. 
'I'he rhythmic patterns 
of the subjects provide the prima.~y mot1v1c dev1oes. The 
rhythmic character of each melody is very different from that 
of the other four pieces. J.?lex1ble use of rhythmic patterns 
occurs 1:n ea.oh 111vent1on. Synoopat1on and change from triple 
to duple subdivision are ev-ident in the first piece at meas-
ures 40 and 41: Ji4 _l J J J • 7 
The seconi invention is i'11 12/3 meter. ·the rhythmic 
motives of the subject appear in both clefs and dominate 
the piece as they do in the first tnvention. 
'!he rhythlliC motior~ of the th1rd piece ls more con-
tinuous than that of the previous inv~·mtio.ns. The counter-
point moves steadily 1n. sixteenth-note patterns. The :rotives 
r 
are used 1n varying relationship to the bar line. 
Example 29. 
mm. l-2 
(b) :nm. 9-10 
The fourth invention has rhythm1o patterns of ir-
regular subd1v1s1on. 'I'he 5/4 meter supports notes of a 
variety of durations as follows: 5/4 .J _CJ=:5 JJ fD 
3 
ID I J J J J 3 n n .1 ..J • An a.Ylgular rhythmic reeling 
results. 'rhe uneven meter and unequal note values provlde 
contz·ast to the steady sixteenth-note movement of the pre-
cedlng piece. 
'i'he rhyth:r1ic structure of the last invention contrasts 
uneven durations with steady sixteenth-note motion. ·rhese 
two rhythmic figures recur throughout the piece.· 
F'orm. Subjects are introduced 1n th"' first few 
measures of each piece. The form 1s governed by free imi-
tation of the melod1es and rhythmic and me1od.1o motives 
derived from them. 
The first irn.rentlon has a subject which returns only 
1n rhythmic org;a..nizat1on and not with the same interval re-
lationships. Episodes exploiting short motives of the 
• 
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subject follow the first statement. A fragment of the sub-
ject returns. but, even at the end of the p1eoe. it is not in 
the original key. 
The other inventions follow a similar formal plan. 
'l'he subjects e.re not returned in their original keys or 
with the original intervall1c structure. The pieces are 
free imitative forms which use motives of the opening state-
ments throughout. 
SurnmQr¥• The Five Two-Part Inventions have clearly 
' stated. subjects. ·rhe linear co11struotion of each theme is 
individual and contra.sting to tl:1e themes of the other inven-
tions. The harmonic plans a:re based on tonal centers. rather 
than major or minor ):.eys or modes. Dissonance levels vary. 
and patterns of harmonic change are avoided. The pieces 
have two-voiced contrapuntal texture. Rhythmic motives are 
a predominant part of eaoh invention. The forms are based 
on free imitation of the melodic and rhythmic patterns. 
Pive Little D~noes 
The five pieces are in contrastin0 moods. ma.ch 
dance has one basic expressive quality. 'l'he first bouyant, 
rhythmic, l!Hustic Dance;' is followed by a sloi:tr, drowsy 
11Lan.buid Dance. u A pert mroy Dance" precedes the lyrical. 
flowing "Pastoral Dance." A strongly rhythmic "Festive 
Dance" concludes the set. A folk-like quality results from 
the use of modal scales as well as from the repetitive :rhyt';'l-
mic figures i:n the bass. 'The na·1vetl' of the melody, l':'l 
• 
rhythmic aooent, and straightforward repetitions have a 
rustic, youthful appeal. The pieces are relatively short 
and nre not technically demanding. Indeed, the technical 
and formal simplicity mark the set tor the young or inter-
mediate piano student. 
Melodic stA.tements vary in length from 
so 
six to ei~ht me~suros. Repetitions and partial repeti-
tions ueually follow tho first statement. Short motives de-
rived from the theme are sometimes ueed in contrasting 
rhythmic and textural aettinge. The melodies are occa-
sionally based on modes. For example, "Rustio Danoen is in 
the Lydian mode. 
Example 30. Five Little Dances, "Rustic Dance," mm. 9•11. 
Evidence of the Lydian mode is !?tlso found in °Toy Dance." 
Harmony and tonality. The harmonic struoture is 
triadio, althou~h unconventional use is made of harmonies. 
For instance, the key often ohanfes without traditional 
preparation and chord progressions are frequently unusual • 
. 
' An example oan be found in measures 11 througb 13 of "Rustic 
Dance" in which the ohord sequence is C major to D major 
,1 
,,,. 
j 
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t r 1 t - j o ,, :m nor · o ::; ma or. 
The harmonic structure is sometimes b1tona1, for 
example in the first two measures of ''Languid Dance. 11 The 
keys of F major and D :ninor are defined by the left and rie:ht 
ha11ds respectively. Occa.sionally. notes seem purposely mis-
harmonized. I~xa.'llples of this are found in "Toy Dance." 
This is in keeping with the simple, playful nature indicated 
by the title. 
Texture. The texture of' Five Little Pances 1s 
homophonic. Simple acoompaniaHent figures are repeated 
throughout ea.oh d.anae. The accompaniment patterns are 
usually repeated several times without alteration. "Rust1o 
Da.nce,n for example. has a figure composed of two eighth-
notes which 1s repeated without change for the first eleven 
measures of the piece. A design of one measure in length 
is repeated eight consecutive times in the opening measures 
of 11Pestive Dance." Similar repeats of rhythmic figures 
are characteristic of all of the da~oes. 
Eeter, tem;ec, and rhythm. 'rhe predominant character 
d'.1 
l 
of the pieces is rhythmic. Consistent placement of aooent 
and stress is typical; however, slight oha.nges in rhythmic 
patterns can be found in each. 
Phrasing of rhythmic figures is varied and often 
uneven. For example. the phrase lengths 1n "Languid Danoett 
are sometimes three or five measures. 
Form. five Little D1P,oes is a set of pieces 1n 
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sectional forms. 1'hey are short--f'rom twenty-four to forty-
six measures long. Within these structures a theme or motive 
with a. characteristic rhythm. melody, and harmony is stated, 
departed from, and then returned in the last measures. Each 
piece begins and. ends in the same 1rey or with the same pre-
dominating chord. or tonal center. Accompaniment patterns 
are consistent throughout each dance. 
The melodies of five Little Dooces are 
simple, concise, and light in character. 'l'hey are some-
times modal. 'Triadic harmonies are connected unconventionally 
in a horaophonio texture. Rhythmic patterns ar~ repeated and 
a.re treated as ostinato patterns which change irreg"Ularly. 
Eaoh form is a simple statement of an idea with a short 
departure and return to the original idea. 
Prelude ind D§IDce I 
Prelude and Dance.I. opus 29, was composed in 1942. 
The majestic expressive character and fortissimo dynamics 
of the prelude contrast to the softness and folk-like 
_1 
-I 
character of the dance. Melodic and rhythm1o ideas are 
often repeated with new harmonies. The work 11 not d1f• 
f1cult to perform, but requires some maturity and technical 
skill. 
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The melodies generally have a narrow range 
and are based on diatonic scales. The melodic structure of 
the prelude and the da.noe is characterized by the use of a 
three-note figure which descends by step. It ls used almost 
constantly in the prelude, although it is sometimes inverted 
to ascend, for example, in the first few measures. The motive 
appears 1n each voice or the piece and becomes a bass ostinato 
pattern in measure 24. There is consistent melodic activity. 
Example 32. PifbUdf An4 pance I. 
(a) mm. 1-3 
(b) mm. 19-21 
(e) mm. 24-25 
JtJ1. ~tt!f]ft:oj:I 
: . - -· . ~ .~ -
' _ _j 
I, 
Many ascending and descending figures of three 
notes also occur in the dance, and the melodic progression 
is also by wbol• and half-steps. 
Example 33. Prelude and Dance I. 
(a) mm. 48-50 
(b) mm. 62-6 3 
The melodies are prominent in the texture, and 
phrases often end after the bar lines. They vary in 
length and rhythmic character and are frequently expanded 
from germinal motives of a few notes to phrases several 
measures long. The first six measures of the dance have 
this procedure of melodic development. The countermelodies 
of the basa part often utilize the melodic motion, espe-
oially to conneot phrases of the upper parts. Repeti.tion of 
motives oocurs in different keys, but not in a striotly 
sequential manner. 
Harmony and tonality. The prelude and the dance 
each have a B-!lat tonal center. A B•flat minor chord with 
an added ::: ... flat is steted at the opening. A B-flat minor 
.J 
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chord over an E-flat octave in the bass appears at the end. 
This does not alter the function of '··-"':'.?·,': as a tonal oenter. 
There are ma11y seventh and. ninth chords, often ehromat1o 
chords with much whole and half' step voice leading. Measures 
3 through 5 have illustrations of this. Examples of other 
tertiar1 harmo111c structures are the d.1m1nished seventh ehorde 
in measures 16 through 19. 'rhe middle seotiorl, beginn.1ng at 
IM.ta.sure 19, has slow·er harmonic rh;vthm than the sections 
preceding and following. 
'rl1e harmonies of the c'l.ance often are dissonant on 
stront; beats. tt;ajo:r sevenths and.. open fourths and f1ftha 
ttre U13ed frequently. · 131 tonal struotures a.re evident, and 
progress tons are i1ot tradition.al. 
E~xample -:ih. 
..T". mm • 
ilarm.onic rt '.•·.;hm is usually 1n half and quarter-note 
changes. A higr.:i.y moclulatory section ocours :from rueasures 
65 throug:·1 no. Chords in the J.-:ey of B.,flat major and minor 
a.re o:t·te11 fou .. '1.d, but added note dissonan.ces and unoonvent1onal 
prosressions 1;,:eep the tonalities from being established 
tr·ad.1 tiona.lly. There a.re several points of' tension that 
Creston creates o:-.-J the way to the pr1no1ple cl1max near 
the end of the pif >' at measure 109. 
•r11e piece has two bas1e textures a the 
first is four-vo1e&d texture (occasionally three or five), 
with voicing evenly and traditionally distributed, the other 
1n reinforced melody (octaves) aooompanied by chords 1n con-
trasting registers. Countermelodies in the dance are diverse 
iri character and length. Some ost1nato accompaniment figures 
are usedr however, th(' f181l;res are repeated at two to five 
measure int.xYala rather than suocess1vely. 
The prelude is to be 
played "majestic.ally" at J = 108 and the danoe "11lt1nglyn 
a;t J = sz. The dance has llO!.'e eighth and sixteenth note 
movem.ent than the prelude; thus, it sounds faster des:p1te 
its slower pulse ra.te. Quarter and eight-note motion is 
often used altern.e"t.ely in. each hand. Aocents and phrasing 
vary. The 3/4 meter is sometimes aocented like a saraband: 
3/4 J .L _b • An interesting aharacter1st1c of' aooent 
> 
in the prelude 1m that a fort11,,m9 chord is found on nearly 
every beat· of the first few measures. 
·rhe prelude and de.nee have an overall plan 
of two parts wb1oh have general rhythmic contrast similar to 
the slow-fast organization of the French overture or the 
two-part plan of the prelude and fugue. 
The form of the prelude is AB A. The tonality 
~ scheme, although not established conventionally, corresponds 
• 
., to the following plan: the tonal center of B-flat 1s 
followed by a middle section with Das its canter, and 
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then is returned to B-flat. Melodic and textural aspects also 
fall into an AB A plan. 
The da.'l"lce also follows a ternary plan. A theme 
is presented in B-flat minor for a few measures and is 
expanded. The first rhythi.-n1c idea. is presented in C-sharp 
mlnor at measure 55. .?ollowing this, another motive of the 
theme is heard in A major. A third motivio id.ea 1s stated 
at measure 69. 1l'he modulatory section which follows leads 
ba.ck to the statement of the first theme in B-flat. •:rne 
closing is also based on thematic motives. 
Summary. 
melodic material--a few frae.;:mentary ideas--wh1ch are pro ... 
m1ne.nt in the texture. Melodic ideas which have similar 
contour provide unity- in the dance. Fast harmo1'11C rhythm 
and non-trad1tion.a.l use of consonant harmonies are charac-
teristic of the work. Parallel chordal movement is typical 
of the prelude. Rhythmic f igu.res vary stress ru1d phrasing. 
Both the pr·elude and the dance have ternary for1nal a.rrang-
m.e.nt. The piece 1s tonal, althouzh not usually in a clearly 
rna.jor or minor key. 
J?reJ;u&!,t AP:d Dans;e_Il 
'rhe Ptelud§ NJ;d .D&nee Il, opus 29, wns composed in 
1942. A 11m.editative"' prelude precedes the dance which is of 
- a dramatic, passionate character. Foreefu.l rhythmie figures 
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and contrc.,sting dynamic markings are oharaeter1st1o of th1s 
piece. Few major technical demands are ma.de regarding its 
performance. General technical competence of medium ability 
1s required. 
MtJ.2dz• The melodies of the prelude and dance have 
similar contours. An o~o1llat1ng.note figure 1n a narrow 
range is a oharacteriatio part of the structures. The 
opening melodic idea uses this basic design in a pentatonic 
scale context; however, d.1aton1o melodic progression 1n whioh 
rhythmic patterns change is characteristic of 'both sectlons 
of the piece. A sixteenth-note version of the first melody 
of the prelude is used in the dance, and the m1d.dle section 
centers on a three note motive or the opening theme. S1m1lar-
1t1es in melodic ideas ea.n be seen 1n the following example. 
Example 35. Ptfl;Ud§ M$l: DNJ.O! II. 
(a) mm. 1-2 
.'-f . -
(b) mm. 14-15 
' 
-
• l 
(c) mm. 27-28 
. >" > :;,,,. 
•E ct-EU; ,, ~$".~ 
(d) mm. 55-56 
The character of the melody 1s oont1nuoua rather 
than climactic. For example, the melody at measure 14 1s 
harmonically rather static on B-major. The melody 111 often 
repetitious. The most melodic aot1v1ty is found in the 
phrases which connect sections of the dance. Measures 44 
through 55 and measures 97 through 105 are two such con-
nective sections. 
HarmQQZ §Ilg ton1J.1lel• B1chord.al structure 1s occa-
sionally evident 1n this work. In the first measure of the 
prelude. the right hand defines B-major while the left hand 
states B-rninor. Although harmonies are often 1n4e1'1n1te, 
the opening measures have clear ton1o, dominant. and d1m1n-
ished seventh chords 1n the key of B-major. 
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The harmonies are static in several places, for 
example, the seot1on from measure 14 through 62 of the dance.~ 
The rate of harmonic change 1s sometimes as much as s1x meas-
ures in these two portions or the piece. The quarter-note 
...I 
I . l 
arp-eggiated figure.::; in the bass clef define tr1ad1o har ... 
monies in the latter nart. Chromaticism near the end of 
sections gives added harmonic variety. 
The homophon1c texture of the prelud.e 
is full, -3.l though dynamios are often soft. The last few 
measures, however, use a thinner fa.brio of ootave spacing. 
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'l'he opfming measures of the dance alternate :full 
chords with sixteenth-note ootave figures and some arpeggios. 
Spacing o:r chords is oonventlonal. Two-voiced writing pre-
vails in the middle section of the dance, but the quickness 
gives a full textu.:red effect. A reiterated bass is notable 
in the texture of the middle part of the danoe, and sixteenth• 
note octave motives are used at the beginning and the end 
The prelude is in 4/4 
meter a.t .J = 60. Stress marks which constantly- ohange in 
relation to the bar-line create a rhythmie climax at measures 
20 through 26. Changes from regular subd1v1t1on to irregular 
suW1v1s1on to regular subd1v1sion overlapping are evident as 
follows z 4/4 j D IJJJ J J J J -' J J J J I SID J J J J ( _r:rn 
The danee is in 2/4 meter at j • 1521 thus. the 
predominantly s1xteenth•note movement in the dance adds to 
the q_uick effeet and intensifies the contrast of the dGinoe 
to the prelude, wh1oh has melodic movement primarily in 
I 
11911 
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eighth notes. The first rhythmic idea, presented 1n measures 
27 through 33, ls characterized by synoopatlon as follows: 
2//1,, .rn J:F.B I Sn D \ B:f:l ITI I J-:F.f:f J-:f:F.1 l--f:F.:F.J _F _/ J J 
• • - - '7 .,. 
? ? 7 7 . 
Form. 
-
The overall two.part form is s1m1lar to that 
of the preceding 1:}iece. llhe form of the prelude is binary. 
ti1e mr~.in contrast between the two sections being that of 
tEr:;(tu:.rt'.l. The dance is A B A form. The return of HA" 1s 
cow.plete but not literal. The nB: 11 section oontrasts in 
dyna.miris, rhythm, texture, e.nd overall character. lt is 
related to the 11A11 part; because of its similar melodic 
motives. 
Summar~. The melodies of this piece are related 
in contour a:n,1 lnte:rvallic structure. Melodic structure 
usualJ..Jr maintains a smooth contour a..'1CL is often repetitious. 
iiu!'monlc: 8ta.teo.e:ntG are more traditional and mor""J consonant 
tha.n ls usual in earlier pieces by Creston. although th.ere 
is occasional polyharmony. texture 1s dominated by 
repeated accompaniment figures. ·rhe rhythm is generally 
straightforward with some overlapping rhythms and syncopation 
periodically ad.ding rhythmic interest. The form of the pre-
lude is binary, and the dance 1s AB A. 
The S1x Pr~luges, opu~ J8. were composed in 1945. 
The pieces were written as exanples of the methods of rhyth-
'!iiC structure of' which Creston wrote in his book Prlge1ples 
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9( Hh;rthm.10 The preludes are of medittm diff1oulty. The 
first performance or them was given by Earl W1ld at Carnegie 
Hall in New York City. The eXl)ress1ve and metric markings 
of ea.oh piece are: 
;·10. l Moderately Fast j • 116 
No. 2 Tranquil J_ = about 52 
No. 3 Fast .J • 126 
No. 4 Moderately Fast j • 120 
No. 5 i.\!oderato 
_J - 92 No. 6 Moderately Fa.at .J • 126 
The m.elod1em usually are within an octave 
rang~ and progress diatonically. Ea.eh prelude has a unique 
linear interval ?.:rrangernent. The first prelude baa a short 
four-note motive given in the f1ret two measures. It is 
constructed of major thirds and a seoond. This single idea 
and variations of it permeate the entire p1eee. It appears 
in different keys. or with changed intervals, but is easily 
reco~lzed beeause of ite :rhythmic struoture--duple sub-
division of the J/4 me~sure. The closing section of the 
piece, beg1nn1n(f a.t m.ea.eure :,2. presents the motive in octaves. 
The following example will illustrate two p:reaentat1ons of 
the melody. 
Example 36. s1, P.:!iu~~·· No. 1. 
(a) mm. 8-9 
l 
I' 
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(b) mm. 13•14 
The theme of the second prelude moves more freely. 
hes a wider range, and ia made or longer phrases than the 
first pteoe. It is based on oiatonio progression and requires 
almost half (nine out of nineteen rnes.sureu1} of the piece tor 
' 
its oomplHte sta ttn1ent. ~rhe character of tbis melody is also 
influenced by the rbytbm, which is flexible and flowing. 
The melody of the third piece is constructed ot 
tones whioh ascend to a climax in the third measure and are 
followed by three measures of descending melody. These con-
tour~ are used in the melodic structure throughout the 
piece. The soale basis tor the opening melodic phrJse is 
B-major. 
Example 37. Six Preludes, No. 3, mm. 1•3. 
The opening melod~ is used in a manner similar to 
that of the first prelude: obanges ocou:r in rhythm, inter-
vallio relationsbips, phrasing, and ke7. The preludes of 
this set are oharaoterized by- similar repeti't.ion a..nd mod-
ification of their original roelodio statements. 
I 
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The melody of the fourth piece is predomin.antly in 
F-sharp major. 'T'he linear progrll!:ss1on is often major and 
minor seconds. The use of a triplet rhythmic figure in the 
5/4 meter gives t;:1e st rue tu.re a pronounced 1ndi v idua.11 ty: 
3 3 
5/4 JTJ I J . J I -1 -1 -' · .h ID I _I c l d 
'----" \._./ '---"' 
1'11e fifth prelude has u:elcd.i.c structure which i.s 
four.1.ded on ·whole and half step motlon i:md has a descendlng 
fourth interval which is used to i'l6Ttre the main melody. 
Example 38. • 5, mm. 1-2 • 
---------------~ a 1·ti J j J &~ J ltf :--)~ 
lhe last :piece oonsists of the most chroma.tic melodic 
structure. It ls the only prelude of the set whose melody 
does not gi Ye ind1.oation of ':'lajor or minor tonality. Often 
groups of six successively ~1fferent notes occur. as th~y 
do 1n the opening CTelody. 
l::xa:mple 39. 
H~rmorur and tonality. The harmonies are predom-
i:nant.ly dissonant. although each p:lece has a relatively 
consonant chord at the end. 'rhe opening measures nre 
typically indefinite in key. Two different chords often 
are outlined simultaneously. indicating polychordal treatment. 
11 
6.5 
The first piece. for exampli.3. begins by stat;lng a brQken 
,A ... major chord 1n the treble clef while the l.eft hand plays 
notes which could ·::::e the subdomin;::u1t. aad. dominax1t ohord.s of 
The harmo:nJ.c structures of the other pieces use similar 
treatment. An example in the thl:rd piece ls the D-minor chords 
and F-major ehord.s wh1oh occur simultaneously 1n measures )0 
th:r"1ugh 3 3. 
A characteristic of the repeated a.ooornpa.niment pat• 
tarns is that usm1.lly more than one tr lad is outlinEid wl thin 
each basl<; rhythm.le pattern. An example can be found in th'! 
second prelude in which the bass has an harmonic ostinato, 
a.no.. continuous rhythm ma.intains the basio contour which 
introduces new progressions. 
Example 41. S1J Prelud!~• No. 2, m.l. 
Similarly, the opening ost1n.ato patterns of the fou.rth and 
fifth p1eoes introduce new chords. 
l 
' 
Fast key ohange is characteristic of all of tbe works. 
For example, the first prelude moves from a statement which 
is in the key of A-major and D-major to harmony in the key 
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of B•flat in the third measure. The central sections of all 
of the pieoes are modulat,.:iry. The harmonies change unconven-
tionally. ~nd definite keys are not stated in the traditional 
manner. An example is the final c-sharp minor chord in the 
right band or "Prelude No. 6" whiob is aooornpanied by an 
octave A in the bass. 
T&xture. The textures of the preludes are oharac-
terizec by tre '1Se of rep ea. ted accompanit1'lent figures. Some 
of t~~se have distinctive melodies, providing a contrapuntal 
aspect to the predominantly homophonic textures. 
The textures show a variety of vertical spacing and 
number of parts. The first piece is in two-voice texture. The 
second bas a treble melody accompanied by three.voice ohords. 
Quick arpeggiated accompaniment prevails in the third piece 
in whlch the melody is alternately presented in octaves, 
thirds and then three- or four-voioe cho?ids. Arpeggios of a 
relatively wide ro.nge characterize the texture of the fifth 
prelude, and an octave melody accompanied by an ostinato, 
chordal figure in the right hand is typical of the last piece. 
The two bands remain within a comfortqble range in 
all of the pieces, ,and do not oross or reeoh the extremes of 
the keyboard .• 
Meter, tetnpo I and rhythm. Rhytbmic variety 
.. 
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eha~acterizes the preludes. Both the melodies and the 
ostinato accomp1-:,i.11ying patterns have distinctively 1nd1v1d-
ua1 .J..!'ld dominant rh.ythmlc struc t.ures. Thls dorn1na.nee of the 
rbythmic aspect is partly explained by the following para-
These f'T;?ludes were wrl tten as $XUples of 
the methods of rhythm1o structure which are: 
1. Regular subdivision, 2. Irregular sub ... 
division, 3. Overlapping;, 1..._ Regular sub-
d1vis1o:n-over1e:pp1ng, 5. Irre,gi1lar subd.1v1-
sion overlapping.11 
The first prelude is an example of' mixed rhythmic 
methods. The theme uses regular subdivisione1 howe·ver, 
rhythmic patterns differ betwf!ern the two hands. The pattern 
ot' tt·Iis r.ature cha.:racterli:es the plece. 
The i:;eco?1.d prelud.e, ::,.n ex£ ... :r.ple of regular sub-
di·v1s1on, has tri-ole subdivisions 1·!1 the right hand, while 
the left hand plays duple subdivisions. '!he rhythmic ".'·R.t-
tern of the third piece overlaps the :'J8.r•l1ne: 2/4 J JJJJJ I . 
rD1JJJJ r~J J.l1J J r~J J J J J • The fourth pieoe oonsists of 
irreg-ular rhythmic division.s 1n 5/ll- meter: 5/4 -1 J J J 
~ ;;t' 
.JJJ:Jn. In the fifth prelude both the treble anll 
7 ,.. 
bass clef parts ovex·la.p the .ll.easure s1multaneousl7. Thn 
le.st. pleoe has a rhy'cl1iiilc struotu:r.-e wh1c.h cr,e~ton calls 
•; lrrr1€,ular subd.1vis1ona over·l..app1n.i;~. 11 Tt,e s.cce:'.J.ts fall 
· unevenly throughout. both 1~ the right hand. and be twee '1. 
the hands • 
...-,, .. ..........,.... ___ ........,.. .. _~--........... -. ............... -........_.._ ________________ . __ _ 
1l.Paul Creston. ~11 PTe),udes. Op. J8 (New !orka 
Leedr::: t1us1c Corpora:tior1, 19+9 • 
• 
·rhe form of all of the preludes is siiililar. 
'fi1e 1:11~ces conform to the deftnitio11 siven by w111i Apel of 
nineteenth cent;11ry preludes, npianistic character pieo,::s, 
ua1.w.ll:,.r ba.sed OJ"' e. short ftr:ure or motiv-e whlch is erpioited 
1? by JT-1?.ans of harmon:'!.c mod.ulatio.r.is. 11 ·--'"' Tt1e harmonies are 
t1o~ 0f harmonio movement. 
which :ts dist 1.nctly differen.t fr(,m that of the others. The 
melodies are usually based on diatonic scales. 'l'he ha.r-
m~nies have some eonventiona.1 structure, some bichorda.l 
arra.n~ements. and are generally employed without adherence 
to st1·ict -patterns of progression. Harmonically complex 
os1;h1ato accol'!lpan:Lnent: fiffures are oharacter1stic of the 
textnres of a.J.1 of the pieces. I'hP, rhythm ls tne most im-
portan,t aspect because the Y>ieces were written as exa111ples 
of methods of rhythmic structure which the composer has 
-----·-·-·' ---·-----------·--.. -··-· ----------------
d.escri bed in a book. 1rhe form of eaoh piece 1s based on 
free use of e. theme or motive which is presented 1n the 
first few measures. 
The Three iarrativee, 
'fhey are cl.edlca.ted to i.ld.r1,3d vicrtor, Clatldette Sorel, and 
Earl Wild. The sat a:J)l):rox1mntely twenty-four minutes 
to • t1:n.e of of the 
is pape:r .. ch. piece has chara.ct~ristic 
1c c.·}ntours are :reneated or va:rled dur:t:ng 
ivity of the section. 
cont inn:. '?he 
rhythms an::1 
i • 
rir;ht and left 
conflict is exhibi • 
piece opens m.aje$t1oally, and has 
ied character. 
ste'!'s of the keyboard, soft 
t pleee a highly dramatic c:111~.rac-
ic!s~, restless repeated-note 
oftfm percussive alternation of 
The three pieces, although intended for performr:u,ce 
in a unit, are, in @ present ~r:-citer's 
coc.po without :i:estr1cticm of difficulty lev~l. Mature 
technical abilities, including good arm action, are needed 
to perform the work. ' 
Melody. "Narrative I" has one main melody in each 
.... 
of its three sections. The range of the theme of the first 
movement is almost three ootavesJ however, the thematic 
motive which appears most often encompasses only an octave. 
The opening theme is marked by rising intervals or a fifth 
l 
and a third followed by a descending minor second. The 
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first thematic statement is in F-sharp minor. Modifications 
of the theme occur throughout the section in the form ot 
interva.llic altera.tions J tor example, the theme ls beard in 
measul:"e 24 w:i.th a rising fourth instead ot a fifth. 
Example 43. Three Narratives, "Narrative I." 
(a) mm. 13-17. (first portion ot melody only) 
(b) mm. 24-2.5. 
The melody which is introduoed in the "Allegretto" 
at measure 53 is 1n the key or E-major. Its moveooent pro-
greasee by mostly seoonda and thirds. It ls treated similarly 
to thgt of the first part of "Narrative I"; that is, motives 
I 
• 
of the theme recur but often have differ~nt intervals than 
in the first statement. One idea or the theme is presented 
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in measure 66 with the modified rhythm and different intervals. 
Example 41+• Three Narratives, "Narrative I." 
(a) mm. 53.54. (melody only) 
(b} mm. 66-67. 
rJJ~•rli:f~ r rc~C elr'rS'i!el~ 
ll.""' ~ " " ' • ' 
The theme of the third section, beginning at 
measure 155, is built mainly or intervals of seconds and 
thirds. It, like the themes of the other two movements, is 
often beard with slight changes. This theme can be seen, 
beginning at roeasure 188, a third higher tban the original 
statement. 
ExamP,le 45. Three Narratives, "Narrative I," mm. 15.5 ... 158. 
The thematic material of the three parts or "Nar-
rativs I" are similar in contour. It can be noted in the 
preoeding examples that ea.oh melody has one measure of 
•I 
I 
I ascending; contour follcrwed by two .notes which descend by 
whole or half steps, .tUthough ·the intervals and rhythmic 
structu.re diffe::r, this similarity 1:n the oontour of the 
melodic motives can. be heard and is an 1mportant formal 
unifying device, as well as a. melodic faetor. 
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nNarre.tlve II II has an open.11.13 pentatonic melody 
which occurs above the ost1:nato accompaniment 1n the right 
hand.. The over&ll melod.1e a:truotu.re 1a based upon two ideas 
which undergo chan.ges similar to those of the first piftee. 
~fhi, ma:tn theme of' tht~ opening and olosing: nLe11to 0 sections, 
has chaJ:·aoter1st1c. intervals of a descending minor Bl:xth fol• 
lowed by an ascending fifth. It 1ndioates the key of D•flat 
and ts ofter1 slightly alterea. in order to ohange the key. 
For example,. the melody in meas:mre 14 defines A-major ta.lld 
that melody, altered 1n meE:\SUre 15, implies the key of G• 
sharp. 
rne aeoond. thematic idea 1e a desoend.1ng scalar 
melody which ooc-.-u:rs in ·,ra.ried forms throughout the oen.tra.l 
part of the piece. General slin1lar1ty of contour of the 
two themes to the opening pentatonic idea is evident. 
Example 46. Ttn:ee N~tat1vu. f1Narrat1 Vt! II." , 
(a) m. 1. 
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(b) mm. 3-5 
( c) m. 31. 
'I'he themes of "Narrative III n are developed in a 
manner similar to that of the other two pieces. In addition. 
melodic ideas are similarly related in contour and interva111c 
structure. They are characterized by a predominance of whole 
and half-step progression, and frequent chromaticism is evi-
dent in the m.elod.ies of a.eaompanying figures.. The examples 
below wt11oh are taken from each of the three major divisions 
of this piece, will illustrate the similarity of melod1o 
contour. 
Example 47 • Thret Nfirfp.tiy;e,s, "Narrative III." 
(a} mm. 20 .. 21. 
(b) mm. 81-83. 
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( c) mm. 155-156. 
- .... ' r -
! 
The harmonic structure of 
0 Narrative I" is charaoter1zed by chromatic movement. 
Harmonic rhythm 1s usually quicl.;:. and chord structures are 
triads with sevenths and ninths and w1th occasional added 
notes 4 A diminished seventh chord, outlined by the combined 
top notes of tour arpeggiated figures, appears in measures 
121 through 12) of the "Allegretto." Biehordal structures 
a1·e found frequently throughout the piece. 
Example 48. TllJ:ee Na;ra;t1ves, "Narrt:},t1ve I. 11 
(a) mm. 8-9. 
('b) m. 119. 
A typical feature of the harmonic structure throu$!1-
out this work 1s that the resolutions of dissonance ooinoide 
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with new dissonanoeJ that is, dissonance is resolved to new 
dissonance. 
ttNarrative II" is pentatonic in the opening ttLento" 
section. The first theme ie introduced in D•flat major. 
There is a return to the opening key in the last section at 
measure q8. The harmonic statements of this piece are often 
verJ alear at the beginning of phrases, for example, at measures 
14 and 31. Progressions often are unconventional. The middle 
section, "poco piu moaso," beginning at measure 31, is charac-
terized by rioh chords with added notes. 
Example 49. Tbree Narratives, "Narrative II" m. 62. 
The third "Narrative" has harmonic structure sim• 
ilar to the other two pieaee; however, the opening "Adagio" 
is more dissonant, and a tonal center is not established. 
There is a variety of etructurea in the four sections which 
comprise thia piece.: ninth chords in measures 42 through 4.3J 
parallel first inversions of triads in measure 55J and 
quartal harmony in measure 57. 
Example 50. Three Narratives. "Narrative III," m. $7. 
~---- -~----------
"tj-
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A characteristic of the "Andante," which begins at measure 
71, is that chord progressions do not define key, but chord 
structures are often tertian. 
The harmonic tension levels of the first and third 
pieces are higher than that of the second piece, which otters 
oontrs.st in its relatively greqter use of consonance. 
Texture. The texture of the opening part or 
"Narrative I" has block ohords which contrast to thirty-
second note ostinato patterns in the bass. The return to 
the original texture is a unifying device. Registration 
variest both the upper and lower extremes of the keyboard 
are occasionally employed. The "Allegretto" section usually 
bas three to four-voioe texture, and a variety or repeated 
aoeompaniment patterns. The polyphonic and rhythmic pos ... 
sibilities of ostinato aooompaniment figures are exploited 
in this movement. Ostinato patterns usually have duration 
of only two to three measures, followed by changes in either 
pitch or part. 
Example 51. Three Na.rrativee, "Narra.tive J," mm. 57-58 
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More than one-third of the piece is in the treble 
range. Vertical spacing is relatively consistent. Repeated 
aocomnaninsent figures appear in both clefs. 
The texture of the last section, beginning at measure 
153, is characterized by doubled octaves and four-voice 
chords, whtch are contra.sting to the triplet rbythmio groups 
in the bass line. 
The second "Narrative" bas texture ch•raoterized by 
a tremulo or the harmonic tones in the "Lento." The use or 
the upper r•gister of the keyboard, a pentatonic melody, and 
repetition of the harmonies give a lulling, bell-like effect. 
This piece also has many wide arpeggiated figures. 1-Wo• 
part writing is found in measures 16 through 26 and 99 througb 
120. The texture is light and delicate even when not in two 
voices. 
The third "Narrative" has a textural variety similar 
to the other two pieces in this set. Chordal melodies wbioh 
are accompanied by quiok arpeggios, scale passages, and 
ostin~to figures are typical of the first part of the compo-
sition. Arpeegiated ten-note abords are used in the "Andante" 
which besins at measure 71. The last section of the piece, 
"Con moto," hR a an accor::rpe.niment figure wbi oh alternates tbe 
rlcht gnd left hands in a dramatic, triplet rhythmic figure. 
Example 52. Three Narratives, "Narrative III," m. 123. 
,. 
Parallel chords in measures 105 through 106, and contrary 
motion in measures 171 through 179, a.'.1'.'e also notable 1n the 
texture of this piece. 
The tempo markings of 
the three sections of the first "N9,rrative n are: ttMajes-
tioally11 at.../= 60; "AllegTetto," and nAllegro ma non trop-
-, 
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po.,. The first ten measures have changes of meter from Li,/4 
to 5/L~ to J/4. The last named meter then continues to the 
1rAllegretto." 1'he "Allegretto n is j.n 6/12 meter and tht~ 
"Allegro ma rion troppo'1 in is 12/12 meter. Similar meter 
signatures are found in the scores of the other two p:1eoee 
1n this group. Notes in the scoresl3 state that these two 
meter signatures are revised notation for ·the trad1 t1onal 
6/8 and 12/8 signatures respectively. Gresto:n, in his book, 
P~1nc1ples of . Rh3'thm. ca10,.1lates a twelfth-note based on the 
idea that a whole-note is equal to four pulses. His 12/12 
meter 1s arrived at 
by basing our calculations on the whole 
note as equal to four quarter-notes or 
eight eighth notes, etc •••• Consequently, 
13Paul Creston, Three N1trat!ves, Op. 79 (New York: 
Mills Mus1o, Inc., 1966). 
a., .. 
the whole note would log1oally be 
equal to three third notes. six s1x4th 
notes. ten tenth notes, and so on.l 
The metel'S 6/12, 9/12, l2il2,appear to be used in terms 
of duration, that 1s. twelve twelfth-notes (Ji) equal one 
whole-note. 
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Subtle changes from 1iuple to triple subdivision 
ooou:r. occasionally 1n the "Allegretto" (measures 5:J-152), 
for example 1n the following rhythmic scheme, wh1oh occurs 
at measures 54 and .55, 6/12 r j J r1 J, \ rr-T? J"" r' J • 
overlapping rhJthnl is evident 1n measure 119 through 120, 
6/12 J J J. J J J _f J j J J j \ J J J J j 1 J _I _I JJ _f' • > 7 ;? ,.. ,. 
The last section, beginning at measure 15:3. has an ostinato 
figure which ls accented 1rregul.arlya l.2/12 J:TJ. J J J 7 • .,,. • ... "7 
• 
Uneven accents are u.sed to bu1ld a. 
cllma-x: in measu.re 163; 12/1.2 5 _I J STJ _r _1:r .. _l J J • 
--7 _.,y .,7• ,., .. ? 
J J J 
7 • 7 
T:C1ese examples are ty-':-·ical ev1denoes of the rhythmic 
interest and variety. 
11:Narrative 11n has a Lento section at the beginning 
and end of the piece. The metr1o and ·tempo markings indicate 
9/12 inet;er at j. ;;:: 48. Over·lapp1ng rhythms are present in 
measures 31 through 34. Uneven phrasing and varied stress 
and accents s1mil.ar to that of the previous piece a.re also 
found. 
"Narrative III" consists of four sect1ons marked, 
respectively. ''Adaf,;io" at .1 = 58, 11 piu tnosso 11 at _i = 80, 
fl\ndante" at .1 =52, and neon moto" at J = 104. The meter 
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of each section differs from the next. The "Adagio" is in 
J~i meter and bas sections of thirty-second and sixty-fourth 
notes juxtaposed with quarter and eighth-note ohords. The 
"niu mosso," in 9/12 meter, has quick arneggios and scalar 
figures wh i ab iacc c,mpany the melodi1c?S. Chanr;es in accent and 
phrasing are evident, for example in measure 23: 9/12 J .fj J ..J 
;;-.' 
..F.3 J .F::1J . Tbe "Andante, 11 which follo-ws in 3/4, is char-
acterized by quarter and eighth-note motion. Tha uneven L 
rhythmic divisions of the "con moto." in 5/4, contrast to 
the simpler rhythms of the preceding section. 
The formal plan of "Narrative I" consists of 
three divisions; however, they are to be played without 
pause. ~ach section develops one main theme. Portions of 
the theme of eaoh movement are exploited in different keys, 
with vgrying accompanying figures and, sometimes, with alter-
/ 
ations in the intervallia structure. The form is freely 
composed, an~ there·~re few exact repetitions of phrases. 
Unity comas from similarity in the contours of the melodies. 
The form of tbe second "Narrative" is similar to 
the first oieoe. It also bas three major divisions to be 
played without pause. The divisions are partially defined 
by key and teropo. A theme is developed rather continuously 
from the tbemo of the first section. The newly developed 
theme is then stated several times in the middle part of the 
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piece. Its first appearance is in the top voice at meas-
ure 8. Then it becomes progressively ~ore prominent in meas. 
ures 18, 24, and 31. A second idea is evolved in measures 
49 through 51. The changing themes, acoompa.niment figures, 
and textures indicate that this central section is also a 
type of continuation form, although the "Lento•1 returns to 
make an overall plan of AB A. 
"Narrative III" has four major divisions. Only the 
last two divisions are continuous. As was noted in the disous-
l!ion of melody• each di vision develops a tbema.tic idea by 
thematic expansion of intervals and rbytbro. The "pin mosso" 
section has several varied statements of the melody con• 
neoted by pasaa;es of varying lengths and character. An 
example can be round at measures 51 througb 61. All of the 
movements use great freedom in developing melodic ideas. 
Literal repetitions of phrases do not appear. 
Summarz. The melodic material of Three Narratives 
is developed through expansion of thematic motives. The 
rhythmic and intervallic changes whicb ocour este.bliah rel-
atively nsw melodies derived from the first thematic state-
ments. Basic triads are occasionally clearly statedJ usually 
intermittent harmonies are constantly changing and are blurred 
by added notes and highly dissonant intervals. Texture and 
registration vary considerably. Repeated aooompaniment fig-
ures and arpeggiated designs are ch~raeteristic of portions 
of the Narratives. Expressive ms,rkir:igs !ire explicit. 
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Contrasts of tempo, uneven accents, and varied d1v1s1ons 
of the measures are frequent. '1'he formal or.gan1zat1on 1s 
characterized by sections wh1eh usu.ally oo1ne1de with rhyth-
m1o and tempo ohange. ttxaet repeti t1ona of thematic mlltt&r1a1 
are rare. The fon."rn of the individual sections are generally 
based on free e:rpru,s1on of motiVtHil/ in a co11t1nuously d."'·reloped 
structure. 
H!1:U8r:PllO§I! 
t:1:t:&lXl<?IPhos,s, opus 84, was composed in 1964 • .rt 
cone1ets of a serial melody and twenty variat1ona. The per-
forman~e ti.me req_ulred tor the work is approximately eighteen 
m1nuteet. The theme undergoes a nmetamorphos1s" by trans-
pos1t1.cm., altention, and E1t!1'bellishment or the theme. rhythm 
of th~ the,ne. and aecornpan1rnent. There 1s e. variety ot' tex-
ture ,and harmonic treatment. The piece 1s d1ff1oult and. 
requires mature technical and. 1nterpret1ve faoult1es. 
The chart on page 83 11ats the measures in wh1ch 
the vr;.r1at1ons are f'C'.m.nd, the register or voice and. fir~t 
note of the theTe, and. an 1nd1cat ion of the tree.tment of 
the series as it appears 1n each var1at1on. 
L~elodt• The theme (or melodlo sertefl!!) ia f1rst 
stated a.a twenty-eight slow quarter-notes. It oons1sts of 
two twelve-tone rows separated by three added notes and an 
added note at the end. 'I'he range is almost two octaves. 
All melodic intervals are used. The ope.ning minor and major 
sevenths are notable because they ocour only once 1n the 
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TREATMENT OF VARIATIONS 
No. Measures F1rst note Register Treatment 
of series 
I 2-11 A Treble Single-line 
melody 
II 12 .. 21 B-tlat Baas S1ngl••l1ne 
oounten,olnt 
III 22-'4 B Baas counterr,oint 
IV 35-60 C Treble Invention-like 
V 61-73 c-aharp Bass Octaves 
VI 74-88 c (2nd note !ass Oetavee 
of series) 
VII 89-106 :O-sharp Treble 1:Ialr-note 
octave• 
VIII 107-1:36 E Treble Halt and quarter-
notes 
IX 1:,6-148 E-sharp Treble Octaves rein-forced 
X 149-169 P-sharp Treble Embellished 
melody 
XI 110-200 a-sharp Bass Bottom notes or 
oat1nato 
XII 201-2:,i E Lower Single-line 
mel.ody 
XII! 2:32 ... 2.56 F•Sharp Bass Octaves 
XIV 2.5?-2?'.3 A ·Treble Top of arpeg-gtos 
xv 274-288 F-sharp Bass Octaves 
XVI 289-320 D,Et $to. Basa and First 12 notes treble repeated often 
XV!I 321-347 A Doubled. Octaves Treble 
XVIII )48-374 G-sharp Treble S1n.gle-l1ne 
melod¥ 
XIX 375-393 G•sharp Treble Top of four• 
voice Chords 
xx 394-420 a-sharp Treble Octaves ·or tour 
voice chords 
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1nterv-al arrangement of the twenty-eight notes. 
Example 53. Metam9rpbo1es, "Theme, •1 m. 1. 
·rhe theme always appears melodloally in the twenty 
variations rather than 1n vertioal or horizontal al1.gnment. 
It is found as either the dominating idea or subord1nant to 
other figures. The series 1s stated a half-step higher 1n 
each of the first twelve variations; thus 1t 1s stated on 
twelve chromatic tones. 
Basic interval relationships of the theme remain 
the same in each variation although there is little restriction 
of interval direction. The or1gina.1 melody 1s used predom1.•· 
nantly, rather than ~etrograde or inverted forms. In a few 
instances, parts of the twenty-eight note theme are heard 
in retrograde order, for example, at the end of the nine-
teenth variation (measures 388 through 389). Often a few 
of the intervals are inverted in such a way that complement 
intervals or harmonic inversions replace the original lnter-
vallic arrangement. This prooed.urEi occurs in the ninth. 
variation at measure 137. Eere, the first two notes of the 
series are separated by a major second instead of a minor 
seventh. 
Example 54. Me1?1morphoses, "Variation IX," mm. 137-138. 
Other instances of this melodic treatment can be found in 
the eighth and fourteenth Ye.rlations. 
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All twenty-eight notes of the series usually appear 
in each variation. The theme occasionally is fragmented, 
for example, in the sixteenth variation in which the first 
twel·ve-note row ts preisented alone in the opening {m.ea.s-.:re 
289), repeated in the following measure and in measures 
2SJ, 295, and 297. 
F.:xample 55. Metyo;:;2hos~. "Variation XVI," mm. 289.290. 
An embellished application of the.theme is often 
~mployed in this worlc. It occu!"S as the top notes of a!l 
embellished, treble melodic line tn the tenth variation. 
Example 56. Metamorphgses. nvar1at1on X, 11 mm. 149-1.50. 
(,) ' (.1..) (.3) ('t) '(5) 
~: r~fttff 1 "r ~--df-'. . . -
; ., . - ' _._,~_; .. ..:~ - ·-- ........ 
Melodic phrasing throughout this piece varies 
. I 
considerably because each new statement of the theme is 
rhythmically different from the others. 
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Although the harmonies often 
are not traditional tertian structures and are comparatively 
dissonant, there is usually a high degree of consistency of 
harmonic treatment within each variation. There 1s a great 
deal of overall harmonic variety between variations. 
'l:he harmonic structures are not readily classified 
because their h@.:rmonlc context is not t:r·adit1onal. The 
seoon:l variation, for example, appears to :State chords d1• 
1·ectly. with fe·!A· non ... harmonic tones; however, vertical 
:ln~c.rvals of major sevenths and dimlnished f lfths do not 
:resolve 1n a conventional mann.er. Steadily changing harmonies 
ar.1.d unexpected sonorities ar,;) the general rule. This is 
Ciial't:"c teristic of the harm.01,ies of' a.11 of the varie.tio!.'1s. 
;:)lssonance levels vary. Several portions of the 
piece are very consona."'lt 1n spi·te of the atonal nature of 
tlle thellie. "Var:tation 'lIII 11 has ~elatively consonant har-
mvn.ies consistlr~.g cf e.rpegf:iated fig...rr€.ls in which diminished 
seventh chords often are outlined. Tertian structures also 
ocour in the harmonic scheme of the sixth variation, although 
they rec1eve polyohordal treatment. 
Example 57. ?JhatsorphgSfS• "Variation VI, 11 mm. 75 .. 76. 
The last "v'"ariation 1s the least dissonant. Major 
and minor triacls a.re cha.ractarist1c. aarmonies change 1n 
every measure without establishing a 1cey. 
Vertical major and minor seoonds and sevenths 
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often cause d.1ssona.noe in the variations. Ambiguous 
harmonies frequently result from the use of dissonance. 
Chro11atioism. such as that in the seventh var1ation. and 
a-ugmentecl triads, similar to those which are characteristic 
of the twelfth piece, also oontribute to the indefinite 
nature of the tone.1 structures. 
IeJture. lhe text1.:~r"~ of ee,oh v:::,:.riatior,. is uniform; 
however, the variations differ from each other in this 
respect. Ihe texture of the first few pieces p~ogresses to 
notloeably more complex structures. In the first varla.tion, 
for example, the single melodic llne sounded over an E-flat 
pedal contrasts to the bass melody which is accompanied by 
three-part harmony of the following variation. The thtrd 
piece consists of e1ghth-nc,te motton and wider spacinf:: than 
..;, ..• 
Zk.4(,-
· .. 
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than the previous variation. It 1s followed by a variation 
1n contrapuntal sixteenth-note texture. The texture of the 
sixth piece 1s more dense, 1'h1e1t polyharmonio chords ac-
company the octave melody. Four-voice chords wh1ah are 
doubled in the left hand present the heaviest texture and 
the moat strictly homophon1c treatment. The most consistent 
application of this texture occurs 1n the last variation. 
Example 58. Metyo.:pb_g§e§, 11Variation xx,n mm. 400-401 • 
-
....____~:::~,.-------
Other examples of variety in texture a.re the 
a.rpeggia.ted flgur,es of nva:r·iation VI:.:I, 11 the doubled 
octaves in 11Va.r1ation XVIII," the chord clusters 1n 
11Variat1on XVIII, 11 and the oontrapuntal texture of 
0 Var1ation IV. tt 
Rhzthmio asp§cts. Rhythm is a major factor of 
variation or the melodic series. The phrasing and rhythm 
of melody are altered in each succeeding piece. These 
transformations are emphasized because of the exceedingly 
simple rhythm of the original thematic statement--quarter-
notes at .I • 66. The third variation, for example, pre-
sents the theme as d . I J J / .I .J J \ d _I ( J .I ( J J ..I • 
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All of the variations are in J/4 meter. Metronomic 
markings change often as new variations are stated. Both 
duple and triple divisions of the measures are found. An 
example of duple division is 1n "Variation IV, 0 at measures 
51 through 60. "Variation V" combines both duple and triple 
divisions beginning at measure 61, ~ J J ~ f_t~ J -r . 
Overlapping rhythms are evident in "Variation XI" at meas-
ures 183 through 189. Rhythmic stress is highly varied. 
Almost every variation has instances of unexpected changes 
1n stress or accent. An example of the varied rhythm and 
phrasing wh1eh· is typical of many of the pieces can be found 
in "Variation XII," at measures 221 through 225. 
Form. Metamorphoses is a theme and twenty vari-
ations. The length of the variations ranges from ten measures 
to thirty-one measures. Every piece contains the theme or 
part of it, and it is varied freely; therefore, formal unity 
does not result from merely repeated use of the theme. Instead. 
the organization of accompanying melodic, harmonic, and tex-
tural aspects provide unity and varie~y in the set. A char-
acter1stio of the pieces is that the last measure of each 
prepares for a smooth motion to the first note of the piece 
which follows. The overall form is also characterized by 
diversity in textures and contrasts between subtlety 
_____ ( 
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and dramatic expressiveness. The last variation 1s one of 
the most harmonically consonant and one of the least contra• 
puntal, whereas the first variations are more contrapuntal 
and are highly dissonant. The musical "metamorphosis" which 
takes place contributes to the design of the oompos1tion. 
§Jmll&Il• Metemorpgggeg is a set of var1at1ons on 
a theme of twenty-eight notes which includes two twelve-tone 
rows. The theme is employed melodically only. It appears 
on various pitches, 1n different registers, with diverse 
rhythmic structure, and with a variety of aooompaniments. 
The basic 1ntervall1c relationships of the theme remain 
unohanged. Harmonic progressions are unconventional and 
usually do not establish keys. Textures vary w1delys chord 
clusters, reinforced octaves, and arpeggios are found. The 
rhythmic figures are also highly varted, with rhythmic stress 
changeable and frequently uneven. 
0 
.. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The solo piano mus1o of Paul Creston is 1nterest1ng 
and original performance literature which 1s written in 
ba.s1eally modern language. The music is oharaoterized by 
strong melodic 11r1es and vivid harmonies with frequent use 
of dissonance and polytonality in both homophonio and poly-
phonic textures. The most systematic compositional exploi-
tation is rhythm. The strength of rhythmic figures and 
their frequent complexity affeots the expressive charac-
ters of the pieces. The compositions are expressive of a 
variety of moods and emotions. and they manifest both lyri-
cal and objective qualities. The pieces provide performance 
ma-terial of varying levels of technical difficulty. Some 
of the writing is advantageous for virtuoso performance. 
The works are well adapted to the ke7board medium, although 
infrequently exploiting pianism for its own sake. The mus1o 
generally is developed in its own terms and is seconda.rily 
limited by the resources of the piano. 
The melodic style ia distinguished by uneven phrasing, 
extension of thematic material, and a highly individual ar• 
rangement of linear intervals. A variety of techniques 1s 
used for the construction of melody. These include the use ,:;f' 
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modality, pentatonicism, chromat1o1sm, and the employment 
of twelve-tone rows. Melodio figures and motives frequently 
are based upon schemes of expanding intervals as germinal 
units of construction. Melodies, often soale-der1ved, fre-
quently are related in contour or by motivio repetition. 
Melody is an integral part of the form 1n all of the pieces, 
and 1s exploited through repetition and expansion of inter• 
vals, motives, and phrases. 
The harmonies are characterized by unconventional 
progressions and a regulated dissonance level for expressive 
purposes. The harmonic procedures include some tertian 
structures with non-functional progressions and frequent use 
of heterogeneous harmony. Harmonie combinations of seconds, 
thirds, and fourths used 1n parallel motion, polyharmon1e 
struotures, and considerable use or chroma.tie1sm are also 
an integral part of Creston'• style. Bas1o tertian harmonies 
frequently are blurred by added notes and superimposed triads. 
Chord structures which are employed without adherence to 
strict patterns of progression are typical. A tonal center 
usually 1s identifiable, although often rapidly shiftings 
thus, relatively traditional structures are used ohromatioally 
as well as harmonic structures less firmly based upon thirds. 
The textures are marked by a divergence 1n density, 
spacing, and registration. The melodic line usually is 
prominent 1n the fabric of the pieces. Polyphonic texture, 
in which more than one voice of the texture has an indepen-
dently strong contour, occurs frequently, and parallel motion 
is used often. Repeated accompaniment figures are d1st1n-
gu1shed by harmonic complexity and unusually extended 
lengths. Consistent te.xture is of ten maintained. in 1nd.i• 
v1dual works and becomes a unifying device. There 1s much 
usage of melodic and rhythmic motives, figures, and phrases 
1n contrapuntal texture. Some less difficult pieces are 
comparatively simple homophony. 
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The rhythm1o structure is emphasized more than other 
aspects 1n the compositional style. It is used as the main 
formal device 1n one p1eoe 1n which patterns of changing 
meter are repeated, and the character of individual pieces 
is influenced greatly by the employment of different rhythmic 
structures. Rhythmic motives frequently are a predominant 
part of the music. Creston's use of rhythm1o patterns gen• 
era.lly results in uneven stress and accent, and steadily 
changing rhythmic figures. Contrasts in tempo and varied 
divisions of the measure are frequent. 
The composer does not l1m1t himself in regard to 
form. He uses the outlines of traditional sectional and 
continuous musical forms as well as contemporary processes 
of composition in free structures. First-movement form. 
' 
rondo form, theme and variation form, binary and ternary 
structures, and imitative designs are used for casting 1nd1• 
vidual pieces and movements. The smaller forms are ohe.rao-
terized by traditional contrast and. balance within each 
piece, although phraseology is frequently uneven and non-
traditional harmonic structures are employed. The use of 
traditional forma is free in regard to key statements and 
melodic repetition . The compositions are distinguished by 
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a la:rge amount of thematic development and change and a 
se,arcity of exact phrase repetitions. The designs of sev-
eral of the piano pieces are free forms based on variations 
and t~ansformation of a germinal motive . The solo piano 
compositions ar-e typically s tructur-ally fre e exeept for the 
general con trast and unity provided by the uae of traditional 
forms and original fre ,e repetit ion and vari tion of ideas . 
Creston's eom O 'Si ~ional t chrd.que is not procedural , 
but rather, the material is usually exploited in its own 
terms and within its own poseibilities rather than aeeording 
to preeonoeived plans or external considerations. His style 
is oharaeteriz&d by spontaneity and a broad. creative viewpoint . 
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APPENDIX 
HONORS, AWARDS, AND COMMISSIONS 
Qb2.:eof5TI!tfio Su1t! commissioned. by the Harkness 
Foundation 
Pfville V1r11t1ons eomm1ss1oned by La Jolla Musical 
Arts Society 
Chthon1e Ode oommissioned by Detroit Symphony 
Orchestra 
Board of D1rectors--Amer1oan Soo1ety or Composers, 
Authors and Publishers 
State Department Grant--Amer1oan Speo1al1st in 
Israel and Turkey 
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V1gl1p Concerto No, 2 commissioned by Ford Foundation janus oomm1ss1oned by Association of Women's 
Committees for Symphony Orchestras 
Christopher Award for original score to television 
film "Revolt 1n Hungary" 
Toe9at1 oomm1ss1oned by the Cleveland Orchestra 
Pres1dent--Nat1onal Assoc1ation for American 
Composers and Conductors 
Citation of Honor--Na.tional Catholic Mus1o 
Educators Association 
Sui;te for cello and piano commissioned by Elizabeth 
Sprague Coolidge Foundation 
Fifth Sz;m.php~ commissioned by the National Symphony 
Orohestra 
Q3noe ov,rtyre oomm1ss1oned by the National 
Federation of Music Clubs 
Invocation ang PJ,nee commissioned by the Louisville 
Orchestra 
Walt Whitm§W oomm1ss1oned by Thor Johnson 
s;rml?h2Ql No. J.--F1rst Plaoe--Paris International 
Competition 
Ih!n! SmphonY commissioned by Worcester Music Festival 
FI.U,tfSY for Troml:x>ne and Orchestra commissioned by 
Alfred Wallenstein 
~ for Harp and Orchestra. oom:m1es1oned by Alice 
M. D1tson Fund 
Citation of Merit--National Association for 
.American Composers and Conductors 
New York Mus1c Critics• Circle Award for $Yfiptiony No. l 
Music Award--Amer1can Academy of Arts and Letters 
Fi:ontfe;;s commissioned by Andre Kostelanetz 
C1tat on of Mer1t--Nat1ona.1 Assoo1at1on for American 
Composers and Conductors 
Guggenheim Fellowship (renewal) 
Guggenheim Fellowship 
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